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-4s the processes of globalization deepen intensi& and strengthen. individuals will 

relate more easily to the security and cenainty of the Iocal versus the uncertainty and 

rapidly changing globalized world. This thesis examines the groiing importance of the 

local place in an e n  of globalization. Through an empirical examination of globalization. 

political identie and community. the glocalism h!-pothcsis is tested in the political world. 

Focusing on ten rural communiries in the Columbia Valley. located in the southeast comer 

of British Columbia. the importance of the local identity and local community among rural 

respondents is found to be highly valued. -4s \veil. respondents' use of new communication 

technologies and their attitudes tonards international economic tlows and the tbrmation of 

a social and cultural global consciousness are examined to reveal tho extent of the etliects of 

globalization. 
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Epigraph 

In a world of global flows of wealth. power and images. the search for identity. 

collective or individual, ascribed or constructed. becomes the fundamental 

source of social meaning. 

Manuel Castells. The Rise of the Nenvork Societv. 1996. 
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The hypothesis of'glocalism suggests that there is an increasing role for the local 

political identin; in an intensifjing period of globalization. Accordingly. as individuals 

engage to a greater degree in a world dominated by the processes of globalization and a 

world dominated by uncertainty and unpredictability. individuals will seek out people, 

places and events that are h i l i a r .  Theoreticdly. it is the local space where the fmiliar 

has previously been situated and it is rhoughr that individuals in a globalized world will 

embrace the local space. 

But what does a globalized world look like? From the literature on globalization. 

this phenomenon leaves relatively Little in our lives untouched. However. there appear to 

be three main processes involved in the force of globalization. The tint is a marked 

increase in international trade tlows. Never before has world output attained the levels 

we see in today's international markets. For example. it is estimated that gross domestic 

product per person in the world has increased 665% since the late 1800s. 

Developments in technology are the second process of globalization. Technology 

is intricately linked to the internationalization of the economy. Today. technology 

facilitates the instant mobilization of goods. services. capital. people and intbrmation 

around the globe. In turn. increased international trade tlows increase competition and 

innovation and thus. speed up the diffusion of new technologies around the elobe. 

Engaging in these new technologies and international trade tlows creates a 

complex web of interrelationships and a greater degree of interconnectedness among 

humans. This increase in giobd interrelationships is the third process of globalization 

that shapes social and cultural relations at a global level. Coined the socio-culrurai 

process of globalization. this process is rapidly developing beyond the traditional 

confines of the nation-state. It opns up 1imitIess possibilities for individuals seeking 

alternate identities and sense of community. Social movements such as 
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environmentalism. human rights. feminism. and the AIDS movement have found marked 

success in the global sphere as they can seek out support tiom individuals at a global 

level. 

There is. however. more to the socio-cultwid process than just social movements. 

The increase in -connective intelligence' has led to the idea of a global consciousness, 

where individuals can seek global solutions through local action. The catch phrase --think 

globally. act locally" captures this ideal. 

The intensification of globalization is otien thought of at an international level. 

However. theorists are recognizing that globalization afTects individuals at the local level 

as well. Tied to this realization is the hypothesis of glocalism that acknowledges the link 

knveen the local and the global. What this means is that local events can have global 

consequences as much as global events can at'fcfct local circumstances. 

The other implication of the link between the local and the global is that our 

traditional notions of a world order based on the territorial container of the nation-state 

are called into question. Historically. political analysis has assumed that the space of 

place. or territoriality. is the foundation of world order. Globalization has the potential to 

erode this assumption. as individuals can v e p  sasil? engage with others on an economic. 

social or cultural level simply bv logging into their favourite chat room on the Internet. or 

by belonging to s-mail groups. This creates a world marked by a space of tlows. where 

intbrmation. goods and capital and people can easily move beyond traditional confines of 

territorial borders. 

The implications of this shift from a space of place to a space of tlows have 

potentially profound etTects on the role of governments at the national. provincial and 

local level. In Canada. citizens have had strong links to territorialin; in relation to our 

systems of governance. Many of our political institutions. such as our eIectoml system. 
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the Senate. and the House of Commons reinforce geo_mphical identities for individuals. 

.A resident living in British Columbia will vote h r  a local mayor and council. a provincial 

member of the legislative assembly and a national member of parliament from their 

geographical riding. .As they engage in a globalized world. perhaps their geo_pphic 

identity is overshadowed by a sense of belonging to another group or cornmunip. 

Perhaps their priman; identitication is aligned with those who belong to a feminist group. 

or who are concerned about the rights of animals. Selecting a political representative 

based on these vdues becomes more challenging. Potentially. there is a fundamental 

reordering of identity formation from the past where individuals chose identin and 

community based only on options provided by the nation-state. 

The other implication of globalization for govenunent is the potential for the 

erosion of identit>- to the nation-state. .As gocernrnsnts transfer powers upwards to 

international political bodies and devolve powers dounwards to the provinces there is a 

risk of a diminished role of the federal government. Subsequentl?. as provinces also 

devo1i.e powen to municipalities. they too face a similar risk. If the glocalism hypothesis 

is correct and individuals are identifying with the local and the local level of government 

is responsible for the provision of basic social senices. then it is logical that individuals 

\\ill in\-est more into their community at the local level. This means that individuals uill 

diminish their investment at the provincial or national level because engaging with the 

global and the local may provide their sense of community and belonging. 

Currently. the theoretical literature on glocalism is in its infancy. Most of the 

literature focuses on the nodes of globalization. namely large urban cosmopolitan centres. 

In Canada. Toronto. klontreal. Vancouver and possibly C a l g w  have been named as 

gIobal nodes ~vhere complex networks of communication. technology and international 

trade conveqe. There has been little analysis of individuals living outside globalized city 
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portals. It is assumed in the literature that individuals living in large cosmopolitan 

centres are those who are engaging in a globalized world. But what about individuals 

living in rural areas in Canada'? How are they positioning themselves tbr the new- global 

economy'? 

The goal of this thesis is to empirically test the glocalisrn hypothesis and to extend 

the hypothesis to a set of ten rural communities in south eastern British Columbia, These 

communities are situated in the Rocky Mountain mnch and are geographicall! and 

politicall) isolated. Situated between two mountain ranges. they otien feel neglected by 

their provincial government representatives in Victoria and relatively unheard of at the 

national government level. The Columbia Valley is therefore an excellent location for 

testing the glocalism hypothesis. 

The main questions to be drawn h m  the literature on glocalism are: 

:Ire individuals engaging in the processes of globalization'? ..l\rr they users 

of communicstion technologies'? Do their attitudes. behaviours and actions 

coincide ~ i t h  the economic and socio-cultural processes of globalization*? 

How do individuals feel about the local? Do they have a suong local 

identity and sense of civic attachment? How much etficacy and trust do 

they have in their governments at the local. provincial. national and 

international levels'? 

Is there 3 relationship between the engagement in the processes of 

ulobalization and the importance associated ~ i t h  the local identity'? Does - 
the gtocalism hypothesis hold in the Columbia Valley'? 

To test the glocalim hypothesis, a survey mas designed and mailed out to 1000 

respondents living in the ten communities in the Columbia Valley. The survey 



questionnaire was the b a t  method of reaching potential respondents due to its relatively 

low cost of production and dissemination and its ability to reach a diverse _pup  of 

respondents quickly. 

The entire mail-out package consisted of a covering letter. suney and pre-paid 

postage envelope for suneys to be renuned. In addition. a reminder postcard was mailed 

out approximately ten days after the sunrey to remind individuals to complete the survey. 

Two articles also appeared in a local and regional newspaper. The articles highlighted 

the intent of the study and encouraged potential participants to till out and return their 

swcys.  

The suney was pre-tested and pilot-tested. In the pre-test phase. ten individuals 

residing in the Columbia Valley were asked to work through the sunev and comment on 

my arras where improvements or clari tications could be made. In the pilot-testing phase. 

the complete suney package was mailed out to individuals in the Columbia Valley. This 

phase was necessap 10 realize and deal with any unforeseen wrinkles in the delit.en of 

the suneys. 

The suneys Lvere mailed out shortly before Thanksgiving 1999. and of 1000 

suneys mailed, 295 suneys were returned. Theretbre. approximately 30°/o of those 

people mailed a suney package completed and returned the questionnaire. This is 

considered a favounble response rate. From this data set it is possible to deri\-e 

information on the population as a whole. 

In terms of engaging in globalization. respondents did utilize modem 

communication technologies. From the two indices of technolop use it was apparent 

that inditiduals were engaging with multiple communication technologies both at work 

and at home and did so at moderate or high levels. 
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in order to measure the attitudes towards the economic and socio-cultural 

processes of globalization. several statements were posed. Respondents were asked to 

indicate their attitudes and opinions on aspects pertaining to intemationdizarion of the 

economy and the development of a socioculnrral process of globalization. .%I 

overwhelming percentage of respondents supported the internationalization of the 

economy. As well. a majority of respondents acknowledged the presence of a socio- 

cuitural dynamic within globalization. 

The data also illustntrd that che processes of globalization worked together. 

There were significant linkages benveen using modem communication technology and 

anitudes towards the socio-cultud process and the economic process of globalization. 

These linkages appear in the theoretical literature on globaIization and the data generally 

supported the internlationship among the three processes. 

Therefore. in terms of engaging in a globalized world. respondents from the 

Columbia Valley appeared to be engaged. They have access to modem communication 

technologies and were using them on a daily basis. A majority of respondents were open 

co the idea of an inremational economy and the implications conrained \;lthin such a 

sl;stem. There was also a recognition of issues on a global scafc that may contribute to the 

socio-cuIturai process of giobalization. 

The second part of the glocalism h>pthesis crnved on the examination of the 

local identity. In particular. how the Local identit)- is positioned in a bundle of fluid 

political identities is examined. These bundles of identities have been. in the past. closely 

associated l l th  the tenitorid containers of the nation-state. Globalization alters both the 

hierarchical ordering of identities and the number of identities an individual can assume 

throughout their lifetime. .b a consequence. it also has the potential to a & ~ t  an 

individud's sense of communi~. 
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Respondents appeared to have a strong attachment to the Columbia Vdley. When 

asked about the possibility of moving to a similar Iocale. but in another location within 

British Columbia and in the United States. a majority of respondents smted they would 

decline the otter. Respondenrs uanslated this strong attachment into action within their 

communities. Over nvo-thirds of respondents belonged to at Irast one community 

or~anization and many of these same individuals belonged to multiple organizations. 

Overall. a majorit> of respondents stated that the Columbia Valley satisfied their sense of 

community . 

The empirical data suggested that respondents were engaging in n gIobalized 

aorld and possessed a strong sense of place. %'bile the data supported each individual 

component of the glocalism h!pothcsis. the overall hypothesis was not supponed by the 

Jam. &hen the variables of globalization were simuitancous analyzed as to their efTect 

on political identity. lirtic signiticant explanatop power was found. The processes. 

analyzed as a singIe phenomenon. provide the grearest mount of cxplanaton. power. but 

this mount is considered ivcak and generally inconclusive. It is. therefore, impossible to 

reject the null h>-pothesis that states here is no relationship bent-een the processes of 

elobalization and political identity. The data rellects the comp1exity of measuring 
h 

political identities and the processes of pIobalization. 

Overview 

The journey of measuring the processes of globalization. the ordering of politicd 

identi5 and the importance of community tbrms the remainder of this thesis. It is an 

exploration of attimdes. behaifours and opinions of respondents living in the Columbia 

Valley. It is also an csploration of linking the theoreticaI literature on the @ocalism 

hwthesis  to unexplored obsenations in the political world. 
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Chapter Two tbcuses on the theoretical literature on globalization. political 

identity and cornmunip. From a broader discussion of the three processes of 

alobalization. to a narrower focus on the glocalism hypothesis- the discussion highlights - 
the linkage behveen the global and the local. These linkages lead to a shrinking of space 

where the global and local dynamics mutually affect one another. 

Chapter Three moves beyond the theoretical to explore the data collected from 

respondents in the Columbia Valley. The overall research design is discussed in detail 

and a picture is painted about the general characteristics of respondents. The three 

processes of globalization are discussed in terms of the quantitative data collected fiom 

the mail-out sung.. 

Chapter Four continues ~ i t h  an empirical examination of the processes of 

clobalization. The analysis quickly moves beyond globalization to a discussion of the - 
importance of a sense of place among respondents. The importance of the Iocd identity 

is juxtaposed to the provincial. regional and national identity and the degree of civic 

engagement is studied to grasp the importance of cornmuni~ among respondents. The 

glocalism hypothesis is tested. combining the independent variables of globalization with 

the dependent L ariable of political identity in a multiple regression analysis. 

In the final chapter. the overall signiticance of this research is discussed. The 

implications of this research move beyond the theoretical arguments on globalization and 

the empirical statistics that flow h rn  the literature to examine the broader policy 

implication of the importance of the local space in an intensifying globalized ~ o r l d .  .b 

\\ell. methodological issues that arose from the analysis and areas tbr titrther research are 

discussed. 
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The ideas advanced within this thesis on globalization. political identity and sense 

of community are intended to explore the possibilities of the glocalism hypothesis. It is 

an exploration where no firm conclusions exist. but where several alternate journeys of 

discovery are introduced. 
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Globalization is a word that dominates newspapers. magazines and joumaIs. [t is 

a concept that potentially aiTects eveq facet of our lives. It is realized in increased 

international trade patterns. rapid developments in high-tech communications and the 

birth of a global consciousness that supports the notion of a global village. X greater 

understanding exists that individuals are more than ever connected to one another on a 

global scale. How the processes of globalization atTit politics. both domesticaI1) and 

internationally. is not yet hily understood. 

In this chapter. the processes of globalization are discussed mithin a tiamework of 

three main processes: economic. technological. and socio-cultural. Flowing from this 

framework of globalization. the glocalism hypothesis links the processes of globalization 

to political identities and sense of cornmunip. Globalization potentially erodes a person's 

sense of place and consequentl>. it is thought to erode an individual's political identity 

and sense of cornmunit!.' In essence. the glocalism h>pothesis stresses the return to the 

importance of the local space as one engages in a highlv globalized world. .As the 

processes of globalization deepen. strengthen and intensif!. individuals seek the tamiliar 

and the understandable and return to a sense of Subsequently. the importance of 

the local \\;ill increase and be reinvigorated. as it is the local that fulfills a need of 

security. 

' See Thomas Courchene md Colin Telmer. From Heartland to North .American Rezion State. (Toronto: 
Lniversip of Toronto Press. 1998) 272: Judith Garber. "Frameworks of Inquip: Local Governments 
Crban Politics. and Social Movements.- The Politics of the Cin. Ed. Timoth! L. Thomas( Tomnto: ITP 
Nelson, 1997) -41: Matthew Horsman and Andrew Marshall. Xfier the Nation State: Citizens. Tribalism. 
and New World Disorder (London: Harper Coilins. 1994) 35. 
-Place is generallb inkokrd to delimit a locale. usual1 restricted in scale. to which men and women amch 
meaning in their evendab lives and which facilitara the formation and reproduction of important forms of 
collective identin.. The politics of place denotes a ranse of discourses in which the meaning and identit); of 
political actors are referred to a panicular place. whether it be a neighbourhood city. +on. or national 
temtoc and where as a result a certain degree of political closure is effected or at least reinforced." Murray 
Low. -'Representation Unbound: Globalization and Democrat?;.- S~aces of Globalization: Re!assemng the 
Power of the Local. Ed. Kevin R Cox (New Y o k  The Guilford Press. 1997) 35. 
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Globalization 

Economic Process 

Some authors theorize that the phenomenon of globalization is not new. They 

argue it is 3 continuing process in human civiIization over the past several hundred years 

and those economic processes at the world level have always taken Others argue 

rrlobalization followed tiom a series of economic and political crises in the late 1980s and - 
early 1990s that led to the internationalization of the economy. specifically in capital 

tlows and trade tlows. In the late 1980s. members of the international comrnuniry began 

to realize --rhat the ability of states to determine economic conditions was being 

minimized by the growth of the slobal The effects of economic integration 

were visible in the successive nationaI crises. national recessions. high unemployment 

and widening inequalities on a rlobal scale.' These global signals illustrate  he unedited 

extension (geo-mphical reach of the phenomenon) and the deepening (intensit); of the 

phenomenon) of links and interconnections among states and societies that make up the 

world-~ystern.'~ Table 2.1 illustrates the internationalization of production. trade. 

manufacturing and foreign investment on a globd scale tkom the mid-1980s through the 

mid-1990s. During this period. world production increased more than 3096. total global 

trade increased 137?/b and global foreign direct investment increased 368%. 

Rising international exports have increased world economic grouth in the past 50 

years. In 1940. 8.0% of GDP was attributable to exports. By 1998. this tigure had risen 

See Manuel Castells. The Informational Cini: .4 New Framework for Social Change. Research Paper 184. 
The Cie in the 1990s Series Lecture ;. Cmue for Urban and Cornmunip Studies. Universi~ of Toronto: 
William Watson. Globalization and the Meaning of Canadian Life (Tomnto:Universit); of Toronto Press. 
1998). 
Horsman and Marshall 94. 
' Horsman and Marshall state these crises were due m pan to a Iack of vision among the international 
community where a series of ideological revoiutions ('do it yourself economics' otherwise known as 
'bastard' economics) had resulted in a mismarch of state and market and of national and international 
economic management systems. See Horsman and Marshall. Chapter 2 for a full discussion. 
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to 26.4%.' Another illustration of growth in world output is per person world growth in 

domestic product. which averaged 0.1% per year until the late 18' century when growth 

accelerated to 1.2% per year due to spurts in technological innovation. In the year 2000. 

the estimated world GDP per person is S3.500. up 650% tiom the late 1800s.~ 

Table 2.1: Globalization: Some indicators 
I WORLD TOTAL I GLOBALTR4DE 1 GLOBAL 1 

PRODUCTION 

Central to the internationalization of the economy is an increase in economic 

1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
199 1 
1992 
1993 - 
1994 

activity that is no longer contained within the boundaries of the nation-state. Supn- 

GLOBAL 
TRADE 

national institutions such as the United Nations. the European Union and the World Trade 

Source: Gundlach and Nunnenkamp 1996.' 

107.5 
1 1 1.3 
113.8 
1 18.8 
122.5 
125.0 
123.8 
125.0 
127.5 
121.3 

" David Held and Anthony McGrew. -Globalization and the Liberal State-. in Government and O~~osition 
28.2 (Spring. 1993) 265. 
' -The Battle in Seattle." The Economist November 27'. 1999: 21. 
"~lementap. rn! d m  Watson: The Economist September 23"'. 2000: 7. In a side note. this increase in 
world GDP per person is not equal1 dismbuted across all persons. GIobalization has dramatically 
different effects for counmes and individuals. There are many who oppose expanding or creating freer 
world trade. The riots in Seattle in December 1999 at the meeting of the World Trade Organization ( WTO) 
illustrate anti-globalintion activi~i protesting the o w i n g  interconnectedness of economies and the 
resulting inequities for people in developed and developing countries. See -The Battle in Seattle," 
Economist November 17m. 1999: 21 for a more detailed explanation. 
' Gundlach. Erich and P. Nunnenkarnp. -Some Consequences of Globalization for Developing Countries". 
mimeo. prepared for the conference: Globalization: Whar it is and its ImpIications. Sao Paolo. 3-14 May. 

lN 
MANUFACTURES 

FOREIGN DIRECT 
INVESTMENT 

106.2 
1 1 7.4 
137.8 
157.0 
170.3 
192.3 
197.5 
213.1 
2 12.5 
237.7 

102.8 
t 25.7 
153.3 
176.6 
188.5 
2 16.4 
223.5 
244.4 
246.7 

- 

119.0 
192.5 
298.0 
367.4 
470.6 
493.0 
392.9 
396.9 
460.7 
468.1 
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Organization are examples of the upward transfer of power from nation-states. They also 

sxemplib the creation of transnational networks that transcend the nation-state. 

Besides the internationalization of trade. globalization can reorder trade patterns. 

[n Canada trade has shifted tkom interprovincial trade From East to West to international 

trade that flow North to ~outh." This is strikingly apparent in the province of British 

Columbia where its primary trade pattern is with Pacific Rim countries and northwestern 

states of the USA.' ' 
h%at is unique about the growth of international trade is the phenomenon of an 

economic system that works as a unit in virtual -real' time." .-The internationalization of 

the economy is only possible because of information technology ( 1  D... it would be 

impossible to manage tlows of capital every second in real time without the kinds of 

information technology that exist."" The growth in the internationalization of the 

economy based on significant technological advances plays a large role in the increasing 

intensity of the phenomenon of globalization. 

Technological Process 

The development of multiple communication networks senes to increase the 

degree and change in the type of global interdependence. As the Economist notes. 

IT is truly global. More and more knowledge can be stored as a string of 
zeros and ones and sent anywhere in the world at negligible cost. 
Informarion technology and globalization are intimately linked. By 
reducin: the cost of communications. IT has helped to globalize 
production and capital markets. In turn. globalization spurs competition 

t i1 Courchme. 1998: 289. 
" This is important as the case study for my thesis is the Columbia Vallev. located in the south eastern 
comer of British Columbia 
" In other words. international trade tlows. with the help of technology. have no time delays in 
transactions. It is an international system that operates in real time. with no delays in transactions. 
" Manuel Castells. The Informational Citv 12. 
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and hence innovation and s eeds up the diffusion of new technology 
through trade and investment. P, 

According to Metcalfe's Law. the vaIue of these communication networks grows 

roughly in line with the square of the number of users. .Added to this is Moore's Lau that 

states that the processing power of silicon chips double even: 18 months." Projections of 

users of the World Wide Web have aIreadq climbed to more than 350 million and may 

reach 1 billion nithin four These technological developments allow for the 

growing ~nternationalization of production. finance and exchange across the globe. - 
Technical progress also allows for the reduction in the cost of mobilizin~ goods. services. 

capital. people and information.'" 

Canadians appear to be willing to engage in this high tech world. There are 

approximately 48 PCs per I00 people in Canada and over -1O0/o of the Canadian 

population are Internet users." -4 stud! of Canadian respondents showed that 37O6 of 

Canadians aged the  and older use the Internet. 40% of Canadian homes have at least one 

person who uses the Intemet and at l e s t  25?/0 of Canadians have their own ernail 

address.'"e number of high tech users is also increasing among the lounger 

populations: 799.0 of Canadians aged 12 to 30 hate access to the Internet. kc hile 58% of 

adults ate also using the ~ntsrnet.'" The willingness to join this virtual ~ o r l d  is not 

diminishing as governments are increasing spending in the global information technologq 

market. Canada is spending nearly 8% of GDP on IT including IT hardware. IT sewices 

and sotiware and telec~mmunications.~~ 

1.1 "Elementar). rn) dear Watson.- 8. 
" "Untangling E-conomics." The Economist September 33.2000: 5. 
'' "Change and Continuity in the International Globalization Process: Turn of the Century Scenarios.- 
http: lanic.utexas.edu projectselairngdox spcl22di42.htrn 
I - -Falling through the net'?- The Economist September 3.2000: 34. 
l a  lfanada leads world in surting by cable: C a l q  Herald May 13.2000: A4. 
14 Angus Reid Group surveys December and April 1999. 
" -Catch up if you can." The Economist September 23.2000: j2. 
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Rapid communications are facihting a complex web of interrelationships and a 

=eater degree of interconnectedness in a globalized wodd. The development of 
L 

teiecommunications is essential to the deepening scope and intensity of globalization. It 

allows tbr the creation of new political spaces that are outside state-constructed 

boundaries. These networks include economic. social and cultural relations." Elkins 

itrites '-technological developments have shifted the balance away from purely territorial 

political tbrms to a greater role for non-territorial orsanizations and identities."= Rapid 

technological development. therefore. facilitates the creation of new groups and identities 

that exist in a global culture. This global culture transcends the nation-state. 

This integration of gIobalization in our daily lives can be thought of as occurring 

in three processes. The first process of globalization is the internationalization of the 

economy. Closely linked to this process are developments in technolog! - from rapid 

developments in communications to rapid mobilization of go&, information and people. 

The third process of globalization. which is growing in conjunction with the 

intensification of the phenomenon, is the social and cultural process. 

Socio-Cultural Process 

The socio-cultural process of globdizarion is an emerging one. It is possible to 

ivitness certain elements uf it. but the overall construct is still developing. What is 

certain is that this process of giobdization knows no territorial boundaries as it unites 

people globally in an emerging giobal 'space'. Ihis transcending political space can be 

perceived as an emerging global consciousness. -4s Knight ~+tes.  

" Peter Marden. --Gropphies of Dissent: GlobaIitation. Identip and the Nation." Political Groeraohv 
16.1 (1997): 41. 
.7 - David Elkins. -'Globalization. Telecommunicarion and Virtual Ethnic Communities." International 
Political Science Review I82 ( 1997): I43. 
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Global consciousness and a global ethic are being forced upon h i s  
generation by new technological. ecological and political realities. This 
b 

does not mean a loss of confidence or a surrender of sovereignty but it does 
require continuing re-evaluation of values. purposes and behaviours in a 
global c o n t e ~ t . ~  

This interco~ectedness is enhanced through technology such as the Worid Wide 

Web and other wired connections on line. Communicating via cyberspace (detined as rhe 

conceptual space where words. human relationships. data wealth and power are 

manifested by people using computer mediated communication rect~nolog~)'~ is used by 

millions of people globally through email. Usenet groups and electronic bulletin boards 

to create a virtual community on the Internet. 

The g r o ~ a  in -comective intelligence'" has elevated certain social movements 

to the transnational spaces of globalization through developed mediums such as the 

globalized media system. Thus. the environmental movement, movements of indigenous - 
peoples. .AIDS-related movements and international women's networks have received 

particular attenti~n.'~ However. the socio-cultural process of globalization is comprised 

of more than simply transnational social movements. Culture is increasingly becoming 

detemtorialized and unbounded '%ia an increasing volume and velocity of globd 

transmission of information. images. ... and stutT that is a diffusion of cultural traits gone 

\\ild-.-:- 

.. 
Richard Knight -The Emergent Global Societ)." Cities in a Global Socirn. rd. Richard Knight Gap 

Gappert Volume 55 Urban Atfairs Annual Review (London: Sage. 1989): 25. 
" Brian Loader. .-The gohernance of q bcrspace: Politics. technolog and global resmcturin_e: 
Governance of C\berspace: Polirics. Trchnoloev and Global Remcturinq. Ed Brian D. Loader (London: 
Routledge. 1997: 2. .< - Paolo DeII'Aquila 'Critical Consumption and Virtual Communities.- Paideusis: Journal for 
Lnterdisciplinan and Cross-Cultural Studies. hm w ~ w  .secities.com oaideusis, e I n2oa.hrml. 
'* ~vlarden 41. 
*- 

- W. Keamey. "The Local and the Global: The Anthropology of Globalization and Transnationalism." 
Annual Review of Anrhrowloe,. 21 ( 1995): 557. 
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The development of transnational social and cultural relations is often equated 

with a cosmopolitan cult~re. '~ A cosmopolitan culture knows no historic identiry. 

answers to no basic human needs (such as food. clothing and shelter) and does not shape 

any particular identity over another. The socio-cultural process of globalization retlects 

the web-like nenvork of overlapping systems of communication. operated by highly 

technological intellectuals. whose cultural aspirations dominate previous humanistic 

counterparts.'?ndividuals seek divergent cultural experiences and search for contrast 

over unif~rmity.'~ In other words. cosmopolitan individuals are willing to mgage uith 

the -other'. meaning they seek people and experiences that are unlike them and their 

previous experiences. This may manifest itself in openness to non-traditional lifestyles. 

increased international travel. the ability to speak several languages. an interest in 

international current events or tbreign cultures and schooling away from an individual's 

birthplace." 

The socio-cultural process of globalization appears to be influenced by a 

movement of people who seek to meet other cultures and to engage in unique 

experiences. Technology. through the rapid mobility of people. goods and senices also 

promotes individuals to seek out heterogeneity and difference. AS Tossutti a-rites. 

"contemporan globalism stresses the equality of a plurality of cultures and the 

desirability of cultural diversity."" A11 of these conceptualizations of the socio-cultmI 

-3 Mardrn 55: L.S. Tossuni. "Bringing Space and Place Back In: a comparative perspective on spatial 
parties and post-modernity." Conference on Regionalism and Parp Politics in Canada. Universi~ of 
C a l m  (March 1999): 6. 17 - IS. 
'4 - .Anthony D. Smith. -Towards a Global Culture'?" Theorv. Culture and Societv 7 ( 1990): 177. 
:o Ulf Hannen "Cosmopolims and Locals in World Culture." Theorv. Culture and Socieb 7 ( 1990t 239. 

:I 
' I  Tossuni 17 - 18. 

Tossuni 14. This process is also shaped by a rapidly spreading Western, mainly American culture that is 
also promoted through modem communication technologies. namely television. tilm. mass advenising and 
mass communication, Thus, globalism stresses cultural diversity. but is heavily influenced by spreading 
Western culture. 
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process of globalization lead to the point that globalization appears to be compressing the 

world and intensifying the consciousness of the world." 

As amorphous as the socio-cultural process is. there is a general agreement that 

there is a growing interco~ectedness. an intensification of consciousness and an 

increasingly complex web of relationships among a system of mixed actors. It is this 

process of globalization that challenges traditional notions of political identity. But it is 

globalization that is allowing tbr the formation of new political identities and the re- 

prioritization of individual identities. 

Thus. the seedlings of globalization are mated in an expanding economy and 

rapid developments in technolog: that have fostered a massive change in the speed of the 

mobilization of goods. be it people. capital or information. Yet. the dynamic of 

globalization operates at a micro-level as well. We speak of it in contexts beyond the 

macro-level of international institutions such as the European Union (EU). World Health 

Organization (WtIO) and trade agreements such as North American Free Trade 

Agreement (NAFTA). or the General Agreement on Trade and TaritTs (GATT). We 

speak of it in terms of how it shapes many aspects of our daily lives. Globalization is not 

only a macro-process that ait'scts states and nations: it no* affects individuals and the 

community they live in. 

blcGrew speaks of the evolution of globalization as a process that is broadening. 

stretching and deepening." Issues in one area of the world can affect individuals in a far 

away land: issues at the local level can have global mitications and vice versa There 

is a massive increase in political groups that have effects on political processes at the 

local. national and global level." 

.- 
" Tossutti 9. 
:.a Anthony G. McGrew. -Conceptualizins Global Politics" Ed. Anthony G. McGrew et al. Global Politics: 
Globalization and the Nation-State. (Cambridge: Polity Press. 1991) : 3. 
:s 
- -  blcGrew 3. 
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Glocalism 

Tantamount to globalization. then is a reconceptualization of spaces. boundaries 

and territoriality. The cobweb-like image of the decentred nature of globalization 

highlights the permeability of national and international borders to external influences. 

This means that the distinction between the domestic and the international blurs: local 

politics can have international etTects and vice versa. McGrew bites. 

Politics within the confines of the nation-stare. whether at the neighbourhood. 
local or national levels. cannot be insulated from powerful intemational 
forces and the ramifications of events in distant countries.. . politics can no 
longer be understood as a purely local or national social activity but must be 
conceived as a social activity with a global dimension." 

Globalization has the potential. therefore. to erode an individual's sense of place 

and sense of space as it shrinks the conceptual space between the local and the global. 

Inherent to globalization is the spaces of flows versus a more traditional understanding of 

global order based on the spaces of places. -4s Kearney writes. '-Globalization entails a 

shift from two-dimensional space with its centers and peripheries and sharp boundaries to 

a multidimensional global space with unbounded. often discontinuous and 
- - 

interpenetrating sub-spaces.-'" The space of tlows is comprised of structured --electronic 

circuits that link together. globally. strategic nodes of production and management."'" 

Not only is the space of tlows about the transmission of inhrmation. but it also includes a 

network of tlous of capital. goods and people. This conceptualization of the globe. based 

on a space of tlows. is starkly different horn our traditional political understanding of the 

world based on an ordering around the spaces of piaces. such as the nation-state. This 

:b 

.- McGrew 3. 
' Kearne?; 549 
:8 Jordi Bo qa and Manuel Castells. Local and Global: Manaement of Cities in the Information Age. 
(London: Earthscan Publications. 1996): 44. 
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diminution of the imponance of place is an important consequence of the deepening 

effect of globalization. However. the increased permeability of national and international 

borders does not represent the end of territorial distinctness. but rather it adds an 

alternative set of intluences to the local ~evel." This relative -shrinking of the world' is 

marked by an increased consciousness of the world as a whole.J0 

The increased permeability of borders due to the penetrating forces of 

globalization has political consequences as well. Historically. political analysis has 

rested on a territorial basis of the nation." or on the importance of the space of 

We hate looked towards the territorial constructs of a nation to act as a container for 

political. economic and cultural processes. These territorial boundaries acted as 

"mediums and instruments of social control and the communication and construction of 

meanings and id en ti tie^.‘^' In Canada. with n federal politicd sFstern. there is a heavy 

reliance on territoriality and on a sense of place. Citizens are politically defined by their 

place of residence and many of our political institutions rely on the divisions of 

Within these territorial containers lie the coIIective identities of the nat i~n.~ '  

historic all^. these bundles of identities have been soIely linked to rhe nation. The 

:q Anssi Paasi. '-Boundaries as Social Processes: Trrritorialip in the World Flows." Geo~olitics and 
International Boundaries 4 ( 1999): 5 .  
UI David Newman and Anssi Paasi. -'Fences and Neighbours in the Postmodetn World: Boundary 
Narratives in Political Gcogaphy." Pmrrress in Human Georraph\ 22.2 (1998): 191. 
I I David Elkins. Bevond Sovereirznw: Territorv and Political Econom\ in the Twenn-First Cmtun 
(Ottawa: University of Toronto Press. 1995): IS. 
1' See Bo j a  and Castells tbr a -rIJertter esplanation. The space of flows is structured in electronic circuits 
that link together globall!. smtegic nodes of production and management ... The space of place a m  as the 
territorial form of organization of evepda?; living and the form experienced by the :sat majorit); of 
individuals. With the intensitication of globalization, there is a dominance of flow space over place space. 
ziving rise to ovo distinct universes. -- 
'I Paasi 15. 
&a See Alan Cairns. -The Governments and Societies of Canadian Federalism," Canadian Journal of 
Political Science. X:-I (December 1977). 
'' See .4nthony Giddens. A Contemwrarv Critiaue of Historical MateriaIisrn. (Basingstoke: Macmillan. 
1995). speaks of states a s  *power containers' and PJ. Taylor. -The State as a Container: Territoriality in the 
Modem World System.- in Proms in Human Gcom~hv .  18 (1). { 1994): 15 1 - 161 and -Beyond 
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complex web of interrelationships and the permeability of national borders to economic. 

technolo@cal and social processes of globalization result in a reordering or 

reconceptualization of political identity and of political community. Elkins views 

political identities as a bundle of identities that are hierarchical in nat~re.''~ Historically. 

attachment to or identity with the nation has been a prominent priority in the list of 

identities. Globalization is unbundling this traditional hierarchical set of identities. 

hloreover. it may be possible to now add identities to this bundle without discarding 

others. .AS Booth observes. "Identity patterns are becoming more complex. as people 

assert local loyalties but want to share in global vdues and l i f e s~~es . '~ '  

Thus. a person's sense of place and their sense of political identity may now be 

intluenced not only by their daily lives. but also by an intensified set of social processes 

~vithin globalization. The global transnational forces such as economic activity. global 

forms of communication and social movements arr producing a complex mix of 

responses centred on identity. Local populations may not share in the same spatial or 

social boundaries as determined by government ot'ficials. Their boundaries may be 

shaped by transbound- interactions and shared or separate identities." Thus. 

conceptualizing the state and its boundaries as a cultural. political and economic 

container is still accurate. but it needs to be understood that it is a container that is 

overflowing. For some individuals. identities are being shaped and formed from 

processes outside the nation-state. Globaiization is an important contributor to the 

reordering or adding of new identities for individuars. 

Containers: Internationalit). Interstareness. Intertemtorialib.' Proms in Human Geogra~hv 19 ( 1 ) 
( 1993): 1 - IS has written on imp[icarions of such a conception of 'states as containers' in the eopoIitical 
context. 
&J David Elkins. International Political Science Review 142. 
4- Marden 40. 
43 Newman 194. 
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The shrinking of the world marked by a reordering of the importance of place 

reinforces the link between the local and the global. -4s engagement in a globalized 

world increases. so to does the importance of the local place where an individual lives. 

.As Castell \\rites. -.As the world system increases. people in their daily practices and 

inreraction are increasingly local and not increasingly cosmopolitan. In part this is 

because if you cannot control the world then you could control your ncighbourhood.4u 

The term glocalism has emerged to describe the growing importance of the local 

place. Strassoldo explains the term when he writes: 

Modem man~woman has created a global system which has many 
advantages and value but which is certainly too complex to surve? and 
manage. even though only intellectually. Post-modem man/woman. just 
because he/she is so deeply embedded in global intbrmation flows. may feel 
the need to revive small enclaves of hiliarin. .  intimacy. securi~.  
intelIigibility. organic-sensuous interaction. in which to minor 
him~herself.. ..The possibility of being exposed. through modem 
communication technology. to the whole intinity of places. persons. things. 
ideas. makes it all the more necessary to have. as a compensation. a center 
in which to cultivate one's self. The easy access of h e  whole kvorld. xith 
just a little time and money. gives new meaning to the need of a subjective 
center - a home, a communin;. a locale - tiom which to move and to which 
10 return and rest.'" 

The complssity and uncertaintv of engaging in a globalized world increases the 

importance of a local space ivhere individuals can find consistency and where they can 

have some direct involvement in shaping the economic. political and social events in their 

communi~. Thus. as the processes of globalization deepen. intensiti. and strengthen. 

individuals will relate more easiIv to the securip and cenainty of the Iocal versus the 

uncertainty and rapidly changing globalized world. 

~ - 

29 CasteiIs. The informational Ciw: 199 1 18 
CO Raimondo Scassoldo. -Globalism and Localism: Theoretical Reflections and Some Evidence." 
Globalization and Territorial Idenrities. Ed. Zdravko Milnar (Hampshire: Avebq .  1992) 46 - 7. 
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Courchene ~ n t e s  that the term glocalism captures "that economic power is being 

transferred upward, downward and outward from nation states"" or from the national to 

the global and local level. The transfer of economic power to the local level is resulting 

in the formation of powerhl subnational units such as the major cities of Montreal. 

Toronto and Vancouver. These cities act as a link to a larger global society through 

increased economic and technological potver. Citizens uithin these subnational units will 
4 

come to think more closeli about their own communities and will seek political solutions 

and democratic accountability as the world economy moves towards greater international 

integration." Thus as economic and poIitical power and the influence over culture 

transfers away ti-om the territorial boundaries of the nation-state. both upwards and 

dottn~ards. individuals nil1 attach increased value to the local community in which they 

live. 

Glocalization implies globalization with proximipi.'' The links between the slobal 

and the local atTect both the local economy and local culture. The local place becomes an 

economic medium for the *optimization of ~~erg ies" ' .  as well as a place where global 

media and global information shape society and culture. Local governments must 

manage and coordinate policies that must now account for global and local concerns. 

The hvpothrsis of gIocalisrn focuses on individuals and humankind in a 

alobalized world dominated by international relations and national societies." The - 
wowing permeabilit~ of borders and the resulting change in the role ofthe nation-stare in 
L 

a global socien; politicall> affects the individuai as well. Identities once shaped by 

events within the borders of the nation-state are now being shaped by global intluences 

* I  Thomas Courchene. 'Glocaiization: The RegionaL International [nte&ce.- Canadian Journal of Regional 
Science (XVIII: I Spring 1995) : 3. 
'' Courchene. From Hmland to N o h  American Reson Stace. 272. 
'' Bo rja and Castells 2 14. 
" Roland Robertson 'Mapping the global condition: globalization as the central concept' Theorv. Culture 
and Societv 7 ( 1990): 16. 
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and existing identities are coexisting along side these new identities. Glocalism posits 

that the local identity \,-ill become a priority to citizens as it is a local identity they 

understand and relate to with the greatest ease in a global world that is marked by 

uncenaint);. As Horsman and Marshall wite 

-4s the diminution of single-state power becomes evident and as embryonic 
supranational political anan_gemenrs come only slowly into being. citizens 
bill tend to think more closely ... about their own communities. seeking local 
poliiical retlections of their concerns. even as the economies in which they 
are consumers move even closer toward global integration. They will seek 
political solutions and democratic accountabilip. at ever more local leveis 
as the world economy moves toward an ever greater level ofintrgntion." 

Identity and a sense of community are closely tied to the local place. HistoricalIy. 

identity for individuals was a composite of people and place. namely. a communal rather 

than individual identit:." Today. \kith globalization, more and more individuals are fkee 

to choose identities not contained within territoriality such as identities based on lifestyle 

choices and personal achievements. The number of identities an individual has is 

limitless and at diff-erent points of an individual's life. one identity may be more 

prominent or important than others. The gmm-th in importance of the local identity is 

hypothesized to increase ~vith an individual's participation in globalization. 

The importance of the local space can be measured in part by understanding 

political identic and notions of communiv. Community has two main components. The 

tirst is based on a sense of place and a resulting sense of solidari~ and c u l d  

attachment to The second is based on a space where social interaction rakes 

place, including events such as voiuntan; association. cooperation and politics. .%s 

'I Courchenc. From Heartland to Nonh American Reo,ion Stare. 272. 
56 John Kincaid -Cities and Citizens in FIuu: Global Consumer Inte-gation and Local Civic 
Fragmentation.' Nonh American Cities and h e  Gbbal Econornv. d. Peter Karl Kresl and Gary Gappert. 
Urban Affairs Annual Review (London: Sage. 1995) : 81. 
'- This is associated with Grimeimchaft society. See Michael K a r i n g  Comparative Urban Politics. 
(Aldershot: Edward Elgar. 199 1 ) : 19 for more. 
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Keating writes, -In this sense. community is related to sense of place comprised of locale 

(the settings in which social relations are constituted). location (gee-pphical unit) and 

sense of place (the local structure of feling).-" Kirby also defines community in similar 

terms. but distinguishes cornmuni~ ;is a geogaphic unit tilled with personal attachments. 

practical knowledge and an interdependent social ?stem. This social system is the 

locality. which he defines as -the arena tsithin which socia1 affairs are resolved: although 

much takes place beyond our horizons. the locality is the setting within which we 

..so 
experience such events. be they economic recession. or famine in Ethiopia. .. 

identities are often drawn %om ssperiences and aspirations located in one's 

cornmunin..'" They are an intekni part of the psychological composition. Individuals 

seek to identi& tvith the world around them through an understanding of mores. 

behnviours and attitudes. Once they have identified and internalized these identities. they 

bvill seek to enhance and protect them." .b their life experiences and situations undergo 

change. individuals ma! seek alternate. more appropriate identities. or may seek to 

protect their current bundle of identities. -4s )lanuel Castell explains 

Identin [isj the process by which a social actor recognizes itself and 
constructs meaning primad! on the basis of rt given cultural attribute or set 
of attributes. to the exclusion of a broader reference to other social 
structures. .-Itlimnation of identit!, does not necessarily mean incapacity to 
relate to other identities .... or to embrace the whole society under such 
identit>- .... But social relationships rue defined vis a vis the others on the 
basis of those cultural attributes that speci& i den~ i~ . "  

6 8  Keating. Com~arative Urban Politics 19. 
:'a 

.Andrew Kirb). -.A Sense of Place." Critical Studies in Mass Communications. 6.; (September. 1989): 
;''< - -- . 
M) Warren Magnusson. -The Constitution Movements vs. the Constitution of the State: Rediscovering the 
Local as a Site for Global Politics." Political Xrrangemenrs: Power and the Cin-. Ed. Henri Lustiger-Thaler 
(Montreal: Black Rose Books. 1992): 83. 
61 William Bloom Personal [dentin. National [dentin- and International Relations. (Cambridge: 
Cambridge Universie Press. 1990): 23. 
"' Manuel Castells. The Rise oithe Network Sociew I .  (Oxford: Blackwell Publishers. 1996): '7. 
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Identities often contradict, crosscut- locate individuals differently at various 

moments and do not remain the same.63 tn order to understand political identities, 

especiaIly the local identit). it is essential to try to capture the multiple. hierarchical 

ordering of bundles of identities among individuals. Therefore. identig formation is a 

Iimitless lik-long process that helps humans attain a sense of well being as they seek to 

internalize their ~vorld around them.M The sense of place that individuals find in the local 

space of a globalized world allows individuals to engage \kith familiar social 

communities where common identities exist. .AS Hannerz ~ ~ t e s  regarding the local- 

-'This is where once things seemed firly simple and straightfornard ... a comtbnable 

place of fmiliar faces. \vhere one's competence is undisputed and where one does not 

..h! have ro prove it to either oneself or others ... 

There is debate. however. over exacrly how the local is defined ~eographicrtily. 

Some argue that ~vithin the national identit! space of the state. smaller cultural containers 

nil1 form.hh and that a sense of place is indeed n particular place --tvhsther it be a 

neighbourhood. cip. region. or national The local may be a smaller 

communi~  within an urban setting or theoretically. it could be a series of communities 

\\<thin 3 smaller regional setting. 

Columbia Valley 

One such set of rural communities is found in the Rocky bfountain Trench in 

southeastern British Columbia. The larger cornmunip that encompasses these m d  

- -- - 

"' Stuart Hall. Qld and New Identities. Old and New Ethnicities.- Culture. Globalization. and the World 
S\stern. Ed. Anthon? D. King (Houndmills: MacMillan Education Ltb 199 1 ):59. 
rJ For more information on identification theon. see Sigmund Freud George Herbert M e a d  Erik Erikson. 
Talcon Parsons and Jwen Habermas. 
'' Hannerz 143. 
hb Paasi 7 .  
0- Low 255. 



communities is known as the Co1umbia Valley and it is comprised of Spillimacheen 

Brisco. Edgewater. Radium Hot Sprinss. Invermere. Athalmer. Wilmer. Windermere. 

Fairmont Hot Springs and Canal ~ la t s .~ '  Invennere is the business and senice centre of 

the valley. tt is situated 830 kilometres east h m  Vancouver. 290 kilometers west &om 

Calgarl;. 115 kilometres south from Golden and 130 kilometres north h m  Cranbrook 

(Appendix F). 

The mighty Columbia River provided the initial means cf settlement and access to 

this area. The first white man to explore the area was David Thompson of the XorthWest 

Company who arrived in 1807. Kootenai House. established b? Thompson. was the first 

trading post on the Columbia. The tirst actual settlement occurred in the 1880s when 

transport by steamboat was n e c e s q .  The paddle wheelers operated between Jennings. 

Montana and Golden. British Columbia. carping freight and passengers on a \veekly 

schedule. The nest mode of rransponation to b i n s  settlers was the stagecoach that 

traveled from Golden to Fone Stele. where the CPR had laid its rail lines. With the 

discovery of gold in thc region. thousands of prospectors and entrepreneurs settled in the 

Vallg- in the late 1800s. the development of the Columbia Valley is tied to the 

ssplontion md exploitation of natural resources including fur trading. mining. and 

logging. Once deemed .-the tbrgotten corner of British ~olurnbia"~'. it is now a 

significant tourist destination. 

The forgotten nature of this corner is due as much to its political setting as its 

geogpphic setting. The province of British Columbia is I h e  most isolated and 

-0 undoubtedly most distinct membri' of the four western provinces. The political histop 

of the province is unique. PoIitical life is highly polarized between business and labour 

na See Appendix F tbr a map of the Columbia Valle!. 
"' Winnified Weir. Invermere and .bx~. Communin. Profile. 1999. 
TI Roger Gibbins and Sonia .hson,  Western Visions: Prrswftives on the West in Canada (Peterborough: 
Broadview Press. 1994): I 8. 
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(union) movements through the cwo parties of the conservative Social Credit party7' and 

the lefi-of-centre CCF/NDP party. It is a province ~ i t h  highly developed political culture 

where high feelings of etxcacy and trust exist alongside a political culture dominated by 

a historical bipolarity marked by --bvorkers _pvitating to a lefi-wing political party and 

the others to the right."" 

The boundaries of the Columbia Valley are clearly defined in the east and west by 

two mountain ranges. the Purcell and Stanford ranges. As a community in the western 

most province of Canada residents in the Columbia Valley are geographically isolated 

tiom their far away provincial government in Victoria and from the federal govenunent 

in Ottawa. Joe Clark once stated that the Rocky Mountains acted as a --line of real 

-0 demarcation" isolating British Columbia from the rest of Canada. The Columbia 

Valley is unique in that the mountains isolate them from the rest of Canada und the rest 

of British Columbia. 

The Columbia Vdley is a. heterogeneous set of communities comprised of 

approximately 8300 residents. Population in this region has dramatically risen over the 

last decade as individuals have moved from urban centres to these rural communities. It 

is sconomicaily dependent on the tourism industn; and this manifests itself in a wide 

range of capital resources in the valley including primary industries such as foresm. 

mining. agriculture and tourism. These factors combine to create a diverse communi~  of 

people from various backgrounds \vho have chosen a rural lifestyle. 

The primary goal of this thesis is to examine how globalization atrects the 

political identities and the sense of community among residents in rural towns within the 

Columbia Valley. To what degree are individuals engaging in a global society'? How 

-. 
a The Social Credit party has waned in popuiarity but has been replaced by other provincial conservative 

carties such as a provincial Reform piup and the Liberal party. 
- Rand Dyck Provincial Politics in Canada: Towards the Turn of the Centurv. 5"' Edition. (Prentice Hall 

Canada: !Scarborough. 1996): 58 I .  
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much importance do individuals give to the local identity over their provincial and 

national counterparts? Do individuals value the local space through a sense of 

community and a local political identit).? These are the questions of glocatism and the 

answers l i t  in the ordering of individual identities in a global society where nation-state 

boundaries no longer act solely as  a cultural. political or economic container. 
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The glocalism hypothesis emerges tiom a larger bod) of literature on 

elobalization. In order to test the glocalism hqpothesis it is necessary to obtain 
b 

inhrmation on attitudes and behaviours among respondents on issues of globalization. 

political identities and sense ofcornmuni~. In order to explore the glocalism hypothesis 

and gain a better understanding of political identity and sense of community among 

respondents in the Columbia Valley, a survey questionnaire was designed and mailed out 

to potential respondents. This chapter discusses the research methodolog> and survey 

design used in this study and concludes 16th a discussion of the operationalization of the 

pracesses of globalization. 

.A mail-back questionnaire was selected o\.er other information gathering 

techniques because of the relatively low cost, the ability to cover a large geographic area 

and the abilit! to coker a \vide range of people within that area in an etticient md timely 

manner. However. there were unique challenges to this e p e  of data gathering technique. 

.Availability of mailing lists. potentially low response rates and literacy barriers were all 

concerns to be considered when using a mail-back survey. The format and design of the 

suney were critical to address these potenria[ barriers. 

The suns> design t ~ a s  xt up to retlect the simplicity of an actual conversation 

between t~ko strangers. The beginning of the s w e y  asked the simplest. most non- 

intrusiIe questions. .As the s w s y  pro-mssed the questions become more ditXcuIt and 

more personal. The questions themselves were designed and formatted such that the 

questions were shon specific and tiee of jarson. The questions were also logically 

rrrouped into six sections ~\;rth relared questions grouped together in the suney. The last 
b 

section of questions asked about derno_graphic information in order to allow survey 

respondents the opportunity to answer the most sensitive questions at the end of the 

questionnaire. 
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The questionnaire began with a general set of instructions that introduced the 

questionnaire itself (see Appendix B). The instructions provided three specific types of 

information. First. they discussed the kinds of questions that were asked. namely the 

examination of the impact of globalization on rural identities and sense of community. 

Second. the instructions alerted the respondent to the fact that the information was for a 

Master of Arts thesis through the University of Calgary and that formal ethics approval 

had been received. Finally. the instructions provided an approximate time required to 

cornpIete the sun-ey and contact information about where. when and how to return the 

survey, 

In addition to the survey. respondents also received a cover letter (-Appendix A)  

and a reminder postcard (.Appendix C). The cover letter was printed on ot'tlcid 

University of Calgary stationary and signed by both the primary imestigator and her 

faculty advisor. The cover letter explained the purpose of the study. how and gvhy the 

respondent was seIected and provided reasons why the respondent should complete the 

survey. Confidentiality gvas assured and data collection and storage procedures were also 

outlined. Names and contact information were provided to allow respondents the 

opportunity to ask questions about the study. Finall!. the cover letter outlined the details 

of how to return the questionnaire. 

.A reminder postcard ~vas mailed out approximately ren days atier the swe? .  It 

was sent to half of the random sample. regardless of whether a respondent had completed 

and mailed back the surve? or not. The postcard restated the importance of completing 

the survey and provided contact numbers for assistance if needed. 

One drawback to mail-back surveys is a typically low response rate. Several 

strategies were emploved to motivate respondents to complete and return the survey. To 

begin. the s m e y  was pre-tested and pilot tested. During the pretest phase of the survey. 
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the questionnaire was sent out to ten respondents living in the Columbia Valley. These 

individuals ranged in age from mid-twenties to mid-seventies. Examples of their 

occupations included a general labourer to a literacy counselor. Each person was asked 

to complete the questionnaire and comment on what items should be added or discuss 

aspects that should be changed. For example. the definition of globalization was moved 

from Section C of the survey to the introductory instructions in order allow for a better 

understanding of the purpose of the questionnaire. 

During the pilot-testing phase. a trial run of the survey tested the complete 

questionnaire. This included the compilation of the survey package. the actual mailing 

and the mailing of the reminder postcard two weeks later. The postcard reminded people 

that they had been sent a questionnaire. thanked those who had already returned it and 

asked those who had not completed and returned the survey to do so. Contact 

information was included on the postcard. To reinforce familiarity and geater 

recognition. a logo ~vas included on both the survey and on the reminder postcard. While 

no data was collected on response ntes or turn-around time. this phase was particularly 

useful in ironing out any potential logistic \c+lnkles in the overall mail-back. 

Between the pilot testing phase and the actual mailing out of the survey. two 

articles appeared in a local paper. The IuIIej- Echo and a regional newspaper. The Eusr 

Kuorrnu~ CF2ekl~. Both articles highlighted the study and encouraged respondents to 

complete the survey if they received it in the mail (see Appendix D & E). 

The s w e y s  were mailed from Invermere. British Columbia during the week 

before Thanksgiving. October 4 through 9. 1999. Although mailing out surveys before 

holidays can yield low response ntes, the timing of this mail-back was intentional, Due 

to the large number of seasonal and weekend cabin owners in the Columbia Valley it was 

imperative to ensure that the surveys be delivered around this time as many vacationers 
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close their cottages for the winter after this date. As well. MI-time residents in the 

Columbia Valley often leave for the winter months. Thm. it was an o p p o m e  time to 

mail the surveys. 

The administration of the surveys was conducted hrn within the Columbia 

Valley. The surveys were postmarked tiom a local post otxce. the return address was a 

local address within the valley and dl s w e y s  were pre-addressed to a rural postaI 

address in lnvcrmere. Moreover. both the newspaper articles and the cover letter stressed 

a local and personal connection to the Columbia Valley. Thus. the tbcus of an individual 

from the Columbia Valley studying the people within the Valley was used as an incentive 

for individuals to complete and return the survey. 

Respondents were chosen at random from the cunent 199 Y 2000 the Brffer Book: 

Eusr borenu\* phonebook. These listings provided name and civic street addresses. as 

iveli as the community within the Columbia Valley in which a respondent lived. Persons 

from .-\thalmer. Brisco. Canal Flats. Edgewater. Fairrnont Hot Springs. Invermere. 

Radium Hot Springs. SpilIimacheen. Wilmer and Windermere were eligible for selection. 

If a telephone listing included a dual Listing, the second person in the listing was selected. 

This was done in order to achieve a balance of respondents who were male or femaIe. 

There are approximately 9.200 entries in the phone book for the Columbia ValIey. 

Goiden and Surrounding areas. The estimated population for the Columbia Valley is 

8.200.-' Thus. in order to mail-back one thousand surveys. etverq. ninth individual was 

selected from the phone book to achieve the selected sample size and to avoid bias in the 

-4 sample. 

- 
Source: Richard Blonski. Manager. Columbia VaIlej; Chamber o f  Commerce through f ie  C;lIiq Echo. 

[nuemere. British Columbia 
-1 Business addresses and those living outside the Columbia VaIIey were excluded From the sample. 
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The surveys were mailed using the current civic addressing available in the East 

Kootenq phonebook. There was a difficulty with some of the rural Canada Post outlets 

in that they did not have residents listed by their civic addresses." In order to overcome 

this challenge. many surveys were hand delivered to the home addresses of potential 

respondents. Overall. of 1000 surveys sent out. 295 surveys were completed and 

returned. Xn approximate rate of return of 30% is favourable compared to tvpical mail- 

back survey response rates. The strategy of hand delivering some of the surveys worked 

particularly during the holiday weekend as some residents do not receive mail at their 

summer residences. 

The data from the survey questionnaires was then andyzed in reference to the 

elocalism hypothesis. From the theoretical Iiterature on globaIization and glocalization. - 
specific questions arise. First. how do respondents engage with the three processes of 

elobalization:' Do their attitudes. opinions and behaviours position them in a global - 
world? Second. how do respondents feel about their political identity'.' Do they place 

higher value on any one geogaphic. political identity over others:' How does the 

attachment to a sense of place. in other words the local identity. rank in comparison to 

other political identities. especially when respondents are engaging in a globalized world? 

These are the essential questions of the glocalism hypothesis. How respondents 

living in the Columbia Valley relate to these questions is discussed in detail in both 

Chapter 3 and 4. To begin. a senera1 understanding of the demographic breakdown of 

respondents in the Columbia Valley allows for a greater understanding of their 

engagement in a globalized world and how they detine their identity and sense of 

communi&. 

-9 

This is true for all run1 postal outlets except for the Invermere post office. However. several survey 
packages were returned even from this location due to lack ofknowldge of meet addressing. 
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Demographics 

.As previously mentioned. ten communities in the Columbia Valley were sent 

questionnaires. The distribution of responses by town of residence is shown in Table 3.  I. 

Table 3.1: Responses by Town of Residence 
1 TObW I FREOUENCY I VALID PERCENT O h  I 

Brisco 
Canal Flats 
Edgewater 

Fairmont Hot Sorings 

I Invermere 
Radium Hot S~rings 

h l e n  respondents were asked. -In which t o m  do you live?", some respondents stared 

- - - - -- - 

4 
12 
IS 
35 

Spillamacheen 
Wilmer 

Windermere 
Calean. 

they were from Calgap-. The original intent of this question was to get a breakdown of 

1.4 
4.1 I 
5.1 
11.9 

135 
2 7 

the rural communities in the Columbia Valley. However. as respondents interpreted this 

45.8 
9.2 

3 
4 
32 
25 

question to mean .%%ere is your primary residence". another value of "Calgary" was 

1 .O 
1.4 
10.8 
8.5 

added to responses. It made little dityerence to the majorit! of remaining questions in the 

-b survey. -4s illustrated by Table ; . I .  almost 50% of respondents reside in Invermere. 

Int-ermere is the largest cornmunit)- in the Columbia Valley with an approximate 

population of2800 people-- and is considered the .heart' of the Columbia ValIey. It is 

-6 However. the following questions were affected: A6. C la. C9a C9b. C lOa C l Ob. D I.  D2 and D4. 
Respondents' answers to these questions were not excluded fmm the analysis as it was assumed that 
although hey stated their primary residence was Ca1:p-y- they understood the survey was examining 
individuals within the Columbia Vatla. and that they would tailor their responses to reflect their attitudes 
and - opinions from an individuaI with a residence in the Columbia Valley. 

Based on BC Statistics Fact Page on the District Municipality of Invermere. Source: Statistics Canada 
1997. 
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also the community in which the greatest number of residents permanently reside (52.6% 

of all hlltime residents in the CoIumbia Valley Iive in Invermere). Table 3.2 illustrates 

the breakdown of residents in the Coiumbia Valley. Of those who stated their primary 

residence was Calgary. all 15 people stated they were either weekend or seasonal 

residents. When respondents were asked whether or not they had ever lived elsewhere. 

89.5% of respondents stated they had. while almost 10% of respondents have never lived 

arpwhere else tbr an extended period of time.." 

Table 3.2: Residential Status 

-4s b r  traveling outside of the Columbia Valley. respondents were more likely to 

TOTAL 

travel to Calgan; than Vancouver. In hct. over 50.0% of respondents traveled to Calgary 

at least six times in the past 19, month period. whereas 45.4% of respondents had not 

I 195 

traveled to Vancouver in the same time period. As for leaving the countp. 42.0% of 

100.0 

respondents have not traveled outside of Canada in the past year. -9 

The personal protile of respondents is also interesting. Tables 3.3. 3.4. 3.5 and 

3.6 highlight the educational levels. t'amiIy income. emplo:mmt status and age of 

respondents in the Columbia Valley. 

73 The question actually read: "Have >ou lived for an extended time (i.e. more than two years) or anended 
school in areas other than your binhplace?' This question is based on work by L. S. Tosuni that postulates 
--that people with a capaci~ for individuarion (the process bg which individuals in society become 
differentiated from one another) would have Iived or mended school in areas other than their birthplace 
and would belong to a different socio-economic class than heir parents.- Individuation is an interesting 
consequence of globalization. See Tossurn'. March I999. 
'9 

This is interesting as Thomas Courchene does not identie Cal-pry as a global node or cosmopolitan 
centre. However. Hans .I. blichelmann terns Calgq  as a nascent international city. See Hans J. 
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Table 33:  Educational Levels 

Respondents were asked to indicate educational levels by checking an appropriate 

box that retlected a more detailed level of educational attainment, These categories were 

then recoded into a low. medium and high level of education. If respondents had 

completed high school but not taken any W e r  schooling, they fell into the low level of 

education category. If they had taken some college or technical rrdining. completed 

college or technical training. or taken some university. they were placed into the medium 

letel ~Teducation. Finall). if the? had completed university. or graduate studies. a high 

level of education was assumed. Almost 72% of respondents have some education or 

training beyond high school and of those. 3J.loh were considered to be highly educated. 

Table 3.4: Familv Cross Income 

W'hm family income was examined. approximately one third of respondents fell 

in each of low. medium and high gross h i l y  income categories. [f the farnil!. income 

was less than SJO.OOO per year. it was considered to be a low family _mss income. If the 

tamily income was between $41.000 - $70.000. respondents were placed in the medium 

Michelrnann "Calgary .4 Nascent International City" in The New International Cities Era, rds. Ear1 H. Fry. 



family gross income category. Any respondents earning above $7 I .000 per year as gross 

fmi ly  income were placed in the high income category. 

Table 3.5: Em~tovmeut Status 

Keeping house 18 
TOTAL - 29 I 

.Among respondents. 65.6% were employed compared to 1 . 7 O i o  who were 

unemployed. .-lpproxirnately one-titih of respondents were retired or not in the labour 

force. This is not surprising if we look at the age breakdown of respondents. -4s Table 

3.6 s h o ~ s .  2Y.UUh of respondents thll tvithin the -elderly' age crttegon;. rhest. categories 

were established bt grouping respondents' year of b i d .  Those born in 1961 or later 

Liere categorized as young. those that were born between 1941 md I960 uere considered 

middle aged and hose born before 1940 [\ere categorized as elderly. .A majority of 

respondents ( 52.j0'o 1 art: considered middle aged in the Columbia Valley. Overall. 52.296 

of respondents who completed the suney were male md -17.80h were female. 

TOTAL 277 t 100.0 I 

Lee H. Radtbaugh. Panayotis Soldatos. (Provo: Bringham Young Univetsin;. 1989). 



Thus. a majority of respondents were middle aged, e m e d  a moderate income. 

enjoyed a high level of employment and possessed moderate to high levels of education. 

They appear to be ~vell positioned to engage in 3 globalized rvorld dominated by a ne\v. 

kno~vledge based, information economy." This global system is characterized by the 

space of tlokvs and the exchange of information through developments in communication 

technology. This ne\v econom! appears to be driven by those persons who possess the 

knowledge and those that are able to combine ir \iith technical capabilities." Ll'hether 

respondents engage with these neit rschnologiss and possess global economic and socio- 

cultural attitudes is the another question. 

I'o rci iew. the fmr\vork of gIobalizrttion centres on economic. technological 

and socio-cultunl processes. [t is theorized within the glocalism h~pothesis that as an 

indi\.idual's participation in globalization increases. so too \\ill the impoflance the\. place 

an the local identit:. This importance is founded in a sense of the familiar and is 

juxtaposed to an uncertain globalized world filled ivith the 'unfamiliar'. Globalization is 

marked by developments in communications tcchnaIo~ics that facilitate the rapid 

transportation of people. capital. goods. sen-ices and information. The degree to ~vhich 

respondents use these new communication technologies is the first process of 

globalization to be discussed. 

Technology 

The operationaiizrltion o i  the tschnologicai process ot' globalization was quite 

detailed. Respondents were asked about the r-ruien- of places ~vhere they used 

UI -The Beginning o i a  Great ...\ii\mrureT The Economist csrpternbrr 2 j d .  2000): 39. 
l i "Falling through the Net" The Economist (~r~ternber  ~ 3 ~ .  2000): 34. 
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computers.Y2 Choices included the home. the workplace. school (including university or 

college). a friend's house. or the lib-. community center or other public facilip. 

Table 3.7: Variety of Places Where Computer is Used 

Overall. a majorit! of respondents used a computer in the home and workplace 

( 63.4O.o and 5 1 .To O. respectively ). Some respondents aIso used a computer at school. a 

friend's house or some type of public facility. but a majorit! of respondents did not use a 

computer in these places. 

Technological det-tlopment is an imporrant requirement for globalization. The 

Internet empoiiers indi\iduals with the ability to ensage with others on a global scale. 

..Is such. be>ond measuring computer use. respondents were also asked about Internet 

use. Respondents usre asked about the amount the>- used the Internet and what types of 

activities the! used the Internet for. They were asked to only complete this section of the 

suney if they used this ~ p e  of technolog.. Respondents were asked to indicate if they 

used the Internet b r  the following: to dounload information for either their job or 

personal use. ro read newspapers or magazines. tbr entertainment, to check e-mail. to 

view and update a personal or a business related web-site. to obtain information on 

consumer products- red estate. or travel. to buy products and sen-ices- or to conduct 

research. their responses are summarized in Table 3.8. 

'' Question read: -Thinking of all the places that !ou could use a compurer. please check all of the places 
u here ou .  ?ourself. hale used a computer in the past 12 months.- 
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Table 3.8: Internet Use among Internet Users 

Generally. over half of suney respondents used the internet. Speciticail y. 48.1 O'o 

ot' respondents used the internet to check their e-rnaiI. tvhile 39.6?/0 and 30.z0;0 

respt~tively used the Internet to domnload intbrmation or conduct research. .A small 

mount of respondents utilized the Internet to view mJ update their ih-ebsite. either tbr 

rhrir job 16.4°.~) or for their personal ivebsite (5 ,4O'o) .  Ovenll. it is interesting that 

approximately 5 0 ° ,  percent of respondents have used the modern communication 

technologies characteristic of an information based societ!. 

The technological process of globalization was operationalized using a third 

quesrion. It narrowed the technological focus to concmmte on hou- frequently 

respondents used c-mail. fax. laptop. cell phone. pager and Internet both at home md at 

~vork. Furthermore. respondents were asked to summarize their technological use as 

either daily. weekly. monthlv or never." Table 3.9 and 3.10 summarize specific 

technolog use m ivork and at home and the frequcnc? in which respondents engaged 

these specific mediums. 

*: For original rrx;lrch rnerhodologj see: John K a e  "The Digital Citizen" Wired ~Mazazine (December 
1993: 68 - 78. 
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Table 3.9: Technology Use at Home 

.-\pprosimatel> 50°b of respondents used the Internet. e-mail. cell phone and fa\ 

at some regular frequency. €Iowever. v s q  few respondents used a laptop or pager at 

home. In fact. 94.7°'o of respondents had never used a pager for home use and 85.6Ojb had 

never used a laptop at home. 

Table 3.10: Technology Use at Work 

!!'hen technolog use is examined at work. a p a t e r  percentage of individuals 

used a fax machine and laprop cornpurer than they did at home. In fact. 56.5Oto of 

respondents used rht: fax machine on a daily or ~veekl!. basis at tvork compared to only 

'6.'0'0 at home. O\-enll. fen-er respondents used the Internet or e-rnail in a work capacity 

than at home (44.5O0 and 43.0°b versus -19.6O*b and -16.8"'0 respectively 1. On a daily basis. 

a greater percentage of respondents used the Internet and s-mail at work ( 19.5°.~ and 

3O.jo,0) than the>- did at home ( 18.0°,0 and 2J.5°i~). Respondents did not seem to use a 

pager for either home or work use. With this marked diKerencr in technotogy 

engagement at home versus at work- it is necessaq to create two separate technological 
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engagement indices. Tables 3.1 la and 3.1 Ib show the intercorrelations and internal 

consistencies of both the home and work technolog> indices. 

Table 3.1 la: Home Technology Pearson Correlation Matrix 

" correlation sipniticant at the 0.05 Iebd 
nandardized item alpha - .'4 

R'ith the esception of the pager. all ot'these technological mediums tvere strongly 

correlated \iith a high degree of internal consisrenc~. Pager use i v s .  therefore. 

eliminated from contributing to the indes for home technolog! use. 

Table 3.1 1 b: Work Technology Pearson Correlation .Matricr 

/ E-MAIL 
I 

EM-AIL 
F..LY 

F .  

1.0 
.62* 

PAGER LAPTOP ' CELL I PHONE 

L-APTOP 
CELL PHOSE 

P-AGER 
K T E R N E T  

* correlation jigniticant 3t the 0.05 I rkel  
jmdardizrd item alpha = .'9 

IXTERVET 

I ' 
1.0 1 

1 -0 
-08 

1 

I .U 

1.0 
. I  Z* 
.78* 

1.0 
.;O* 

.37* I .30* 

.28* .45* 
.09 

' .77* 
1 .05 
.58* 1 .42* 
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Again. all items were highlv correlated and internally consistent. The pager for 

work use was not strongly correlated to the other items. Similar to the home technology 

index. pager use kvas subsequently eliminated from the work index. 

Both technologic;ll indices were comprised of the five remaining variables. 

Respondents who used the Internet and e-mail and one or more of either a fau machine. a 

cell phone. or a laptop. Lvere considered to highly engage in technological use." Those 

respondents ~vho used one or more of a fa.. machine. cell phone. or laptop were 

considered to be moderately engaging in technology. Those who never used any form of 

ttxhnolog> \{ere considered to not engage \vith modern technology at ail. Tables 3 . 1 3  

and 5.12b shou the resulting indices. 

Table 3.12a: Home Technology Index 

No technolog\ engagement 86 I 29.1 
Itloderate technology 68 23.1 

engagement 
High technology engagement I I4 1 47.8 

I -0: I inn n I 

U This engagement uith technolog in either a high or moderate manner Has at either a dad!. weekl?. or 
monchl> nrr. Ii hile all dewlopmmts in communication technolog connect people globall>. none do so 
more than the Internet and e-mail. .as Manuel Catells &-rites. --The IVeb aIlo~ed for grouping of interests 
and projects in the net. okrtrcoming the time-costl! chaotic browsing of pre-U'WW Internet. On the basis 
of rhesr ~aupings. indikiduals and orgynizarions were able to interact meaningfull!: on what has become. 
literall). a World Wide Web of individualized interactive communication.' See Crtstells. The Rise of h e  
Network Socien. Email could be said to possess similar effects as the Internet in that it to allows for globaI 
communicarion electronicall>. Thus. respondents who used these two mediums of communication 
techno102 were considered hi&) engaged with technolo= use. 
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Table 3.12b: Work Technology Index - 

I FREQUENCY 1 V.UID PERCENT O/O 

I1 engagement I 

No technology engagement 
Moderate techno log^ 

.-Is Tables 3.12a and 3.12b illusmrr. a greater percentase of respondents engaged 

~vith tschnolotrv - - at a 'hi& - level' at home rather than at bvork (47.8"/b vs. J1.-lO/o). 

bIoreover. 70.9°,b of respondents were using some form of modern technology at home. 

compared to 61.Job of respondents at uork. Overali. a large majorit? of respondents 

wen engaging in modem technolog!- and over 40°b of the sample can be classified as 

frequent users of e-mail and the Internet. Thus. if technology use is considered a bvindotv 

w globalization, it appears that respondents in the Columbia Valley are prepared to 

engage in globalization through their use of technology. 

11-1 
5 9 

High technology engagement 
TOT.AL 

Economic 

38.6 
10.0 

The tbrce of globalization is ~vitnessrd in the internationalization of the zconom? and 

clobal economic mde  tlo~vs. In the suney. the process of globalization was h e d  in - 
four main questions that esarnined respondents- attitudes and perceptions of trade at an 

international Ie\.cl. Respondents were given four statements md asked to indicate how 

strongly they agreed or disagreed. based on a five point scale. with each statement. The 

statements risked were: 

I .  Canada must tie issues such as human rights to trade policv. 

2. Canadian companies and industries need to be exposed to global market 

competition. 

3 International wade does not create more jobs tbr Canadians. 

=, 

I ,- 7 -i 

193' 
41.4 
100.0 
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4. We cannot expect other countries to open their markets to our products if we are 

un\villing to open our markets to their products.'5 

Table 3.13: Frequency Distribution of Respondents to Economic Questions 

.As Tuhle 3.1; s h o ~ s .  when respondents tiere asked about tying human rights to 

trade policy. 17.6O.o strongl:. agreed or agreed \\ith this as 3 public policy issue. \\hilt! 

7 7 
- - . ~ O O  of respondents felt neutral. Uhen asked about cornpap exposure to global 

market competition. 83.-I0o of respondents urre in fa\,our of companies engaging in a 

clobal market place. \{'hen asked about international trade and its etTect on job creation 
b 

t'or Canadians. a majorit! of respondents r61.?0r~) disagreed with the statement- 

-'International trade does not create more jobs tbr Canadians." .-Is for opening up markets 

to outside products. 86.2'0 of respondents agreed ivith open markets. while only 6.9",0 

kvere opposed, 

Strongl! 
disagree 
Disagree 
Neutral 
Agree 

Strongl) 
. - I g ~ e  

1' These statements !\ere dnwn h m  PollingReponcom. Questions derived h m  s u n q s  on International 
trade h m  EPIC-MR.4 for the .Association of Women in Enternational Tnde. Questions were simpl~ 
altered to retlm the Cmadim experience. M i l e  linking human rights ro trade polic) ma! not be 
considered a purel) economic issue. it is otien discussed in terms of international trade t l o ~ s .  This overlap 
of social and cultunl concerns with the economic pmcess highIights the interconnectedness between the 
three processes of globalintion. 

1. 
Freq. 

10 

46 
66 
I j 0  

Valid 
Percent 

O 0 

3 -5 

16.0 
22.9 
45.1 

36 1 I -.> 7 - 
I 

7 

4 

Freq. 

-7 
4 

10 
.I - 
J >  

1 70 

* 
3 .  4. -- 

Valid 
Percent O;o 

I .Q 

-r.? 4 - 
12.1 
58.8 

7 1 

Freq. Freq. 

- 1 

18 
20 
190 
6 1 

Valid 
Percent 

Valid 
Percent 

0, 0 

0.7 

6.2 
6.9 

65.2 
21.0 23.6 1 12 4.5 

I O'o 

- ~7 - 

130 
48 
47 

17.9 

44.8 
16.6 
16.2 
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[n order to create an index from these four questions. it was tirst necessarq- to test 

the intercorrelations of h e  questions as we11 as their internal consistency. Table 3.14 

summarizes the reliabilih and vaIidiry of questions hr the economic index. 

Table 3.14: Economic Pearson Correiation Matrix 

correiation signiticant at the 0.05 Iebcl 
jtm&rdized item alpha- .57 

Questions on attitudes towards the internationalization of the economy were 

moderately correlated with the exception of question three. -International trade does not 

create more jobs h r  Canadians" was excluded from the index in order to increase rhs 

reliabilit! and intercorrelation of the index." The inden nas based un three questions 

tvith responses mnginy from one to five. Uhen added together. this resulted in an index 

that ranged horn three ro fifteen. This index was then recoded into a dichotomous 

variable where respondents u-ere either in agreement with the internationalization of the 

economy ur usre opposed." Tabre 3.15 ilIusmtes the resuIts of the index construction. 

l o  B> deleting this yurstiun tiom the indes construcdon. the srandardized item alpha increased From .17 to .- 
2 I .  
4- .A uiue bertseen ; and 9 was recodrd as oppoxd I0 thmu$ I5 was trcoded as being in a:geerncnt with 
the intemarionalization of the economy. Therefore. respondents who were opposed or nrutnl to the three 
quesrions were grouped into opposing the internationalizarion o f  fhr: econom!. while those respondents 
who stated either ncumlip plus agreement io the three questions were coded as supporrers o f  the 
internationali2ation ofthe rconom! . For e.uampIe, if a respondent srrongl: disagreed or disagreed to the 
questions. their combined value would be less than nine. If a respondent was neutral to all three qusrions- 
[he! roo were coded as opposed. . b y  respondent who a p e d  or monglv agreed with more than one 
question was cded as supporting the intemarionalizarion ofrhe economy. 
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Table 3.13: Economic lndex 
1 1 FREOUENCY I V-UID PERCENT% 1 

.In ovenvhelming percentage of respondents agreed Lvith the internationalization 

of the economy: 87.70f0 of respondents stated they agreed ivith this process of 

globalization. while only I l . 3 O &  were opposed. 

Disagree 
.Agree 
Total: 

Socio-Cultural 

Globalization. through the socio-cuIturaI process. has opened-up nekv political 

spaces that allow for innovative new co~ecrions.  These connections at both the local 

and global Ievel link indi~iduals into a conceptual common space. The 'shrinking of 

space' that ensues links the local to the gIobal and blends social and cultural values at a 

clobal level. -4s b i g h t  writes. '-ComrnerciaI. intellecrua1. scientific and cultural - 
exchanges across national boundaries and transnational transactions have become 

commonplace. Sesame Street. is now produced in 12 languages and viewed in 70 

countries."'" 

.As the third process of globalization. the socio-cultural process of globalization is 

closely linked to both global developments in h e  econorn! and in communications 

technologies. Thus. as people engage in modern technologies and in international 

economic capital trade Bo~vs. they are exposed to the developing global socio-cultural 

space. sometimes referred to as a -global consciousness'. Individual attitudes. behaviours 

and actions conmbute to the evolving socio-cultural process. 

i? -, 

2 5 
249 
2 84 

qs Knight 17. 

12.3 
87.7 
100.0 
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In order to understand respondents' attitudes and orientations towards this 

process. respondents were asked about: 

travel patterns. 

life-time mobility 

attitudes towards the quality of life in a globalized world (including 

perceptions of who the winners and losers are in a globalized society 1. 

attitudes toward interest groups (including environmentalists. human 

rights advocates and feminists). 

Respondents were mixed in their opinions on globalization in general. When 

asked. *'Globalization is likely to create both winners and losers. In your onn case are 

you: very likely to be a winner. likely to be a winner. likelv to be a loser. very likeIy to be 

a loser or roo early to tell". 3-!.6?/b of respondents stated it was too early to tell. but 51.2°/1; 

stated they were very likely. or likely to be a ~vinner. When they were asked. "Whm you 

think of the quality of life h r  the next generation. how do you expect it to be'?". 30.204 of 

respondents stated the qualit! of life would remain the same. ~ h i l e  37.3"' of respondents 

thought the quality of life tvould be worse to some degree. Thus. a majority of 

respondents aated that the quality of life would not dramatically improve. but over 50% 

stated the- were likel! to be ivinnen in a globalized uorld. 

Respondents' attitudes toward social movements is one way of capturing attitudes 

towards the socio-cultural process as many social movements draw suppon from 

individuals at both a local and global level. .Association or identification with these 

JifErent groups is not territorially defined and it is possible. therehre. to conceptualize 

that interest groups act at a global level and can contribute to the social and cultural 

slemsnrs in a globalized world. 



When asked about human rights advocates. environmentalists and feminist 

soups. there was ovenvhelming approval of both human rights advocates (72.2% of - 
respondents approved or strongly approved) and of environmentalists (61.0% approved 

or strongly approved). When asked about feminists there was almost a tie benveen those 

that approved or strongly approved (4 1 .OO/o) and those that neither approved nor 

disapproved (40.3*/0). Overall, respondents klt  positively towards these three social 

movements. .-I positive orientation towards social movements may indicate a positive 

attitude tolvards a greater socio-cultural process of globalization. 

.-\nother way to test respondents' attitudes towards global social and cultural 

issues was to ask them to rank personal and community priorities. The priorities listed in 

the suney were comprised tiom a list of local concerns and a list of international or 

global concerns. Respondents ivere asked to choose only tive priorities from a list of 

nine issues and then rank them in importance where one equaled the greatest imponance. 

Respondents were given two lists with the same issues and asked to rank these issues 

from a personal perspective tirst and then from a community perspecti1.e second. When 

respondents were asked to rank personal and community priorities. they m k e d  the 

environment in the top five concems both personally and within their communitv."" This 

global social movement particularly resonated with respondents and was superceded by - 
only the priority ofjob creation and the local economy. Of those respondents t\ho ranked 

the priorit! of the environment in their top tive concerns. 68.59.0 stated the environment 

was in their top three personal priorities and 6 1 .jO'O stated it was in the top three of their 

I'4 These nso tirst questions uere discussed at the beginning of this chap~er under the demographic profiles 
of respondents. 
'*I These priorities are in pan deriwd h m  a Cornmunit): Needs .4ssessrnent done b~ the Ahison Group: 
.4 Division of TeIus bfarketing Services. 1999. The other priorities. narnel? environmental issues. 
women-s issues. human rights issues. immigration to Canada and Aboriginal issues are taken Imm rhr 
literature on ~lobalization. These issues and concerns are seen as part of the socio~cultunl process of 
globalization. Not on]! does this question rap local identit): and cornmunit?: anachment. but also it attempts 
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perceptions of 3 cornmunit? priorib. Thus respondents appeared to blend local and 

elobal issues as both being important priorities. This interesting tinding suggests that for - 
respondents in the Columbia Valley. the global concern over the emironment has local 

salient!.. This is one esample \vhere the global and Iocal intersect and where individuals 

think globally but act locally. 

In order to create the socio-cultural index. six statements were listed. Respondents 

were asked to indicate how strongly they agreed or disagreed tvith each statemmt.'" The 

statements were: 

1. People nced to think globally md act locally. 

2. Canada must be open to everyone who wants to immigrate here. 

3. Despite tvhat even.one S ~ S .  the \vorld really is not all that interconnected. 

4. It is important to scrk as many ditTerent cultunl esperiences as possible, 

I. Globuliz~tion \\ill incrust the gap bet1vet.n the rich md thc poor. 

6. LL't  hnvc gonc too far in pushing equal rights. 

Respondents' attitudes ronards each statement rurt summarized in Table 3.16. 

to see hon an indh idual rank global concerns and how these concerns are prioritized within their 
cornmunin. 
01 Again. respondents here g i \ m  a he-point scale that ranged hrn stmnpi> disagree through strongl> 
agree- 



Table 3.16: Frequency Distribution of Respondents to Socio-Cultural Questions 

11 I STRONGLY I DIS-AGREE I NECTR4L 1 AGREE I STRONGLY ( TOT-4L 1 

To summarize. 65.8Ob of respondents agreed that people need to think globally 

but act locally and 71.5Oh agreed or strongly agreed ivith the importance of seeking 

varied cultunl ssperirnces. Overall, 50.-F06 of respondents disasreed or strongly 

disagreed with the statement that the u-orid is not interconnected but intctrestingl~. 

although respondents felt thc it-orld is interconncctsd. S1.9°/~ disagreed or strangl! 

disagreed that Canada should be open to those who want to immigrate to this countq. 

1C'hen respondents were asked whether globalization would increase the gap between the 

rich and the poor. 22.1°*0 disagreed or strongl~ disagreed that an increase would occur. 

~vhilc ;6.2°,~ were neutral on the issue. Finally, 42.9% of respondents disagreed or 

strongly disagrertd that we have gone too far in pushing equal rights. ~vhilc 24.-lofb stated 

they lvsre neutral on this issue. Thus. with the exception of attitudes to~vards 

immigration into Canada. respondents' appeared ivilling to acknois ledge a larger global 

culture shaped hy intrrconnectedness. equality and many different cultures. 

bhen the intercorrelation benveen rhe six questions Ivas examined, the six were 

indeed corrrlated. but there was a moderacsiy weak relationship benveen them. When 

question tive "GlobaIization i d [  increase the gap benveen the rich and the pooi' ivas 



removed korn the correlation. the reliability increases to 0.58.'' Table 3-17 details the 

five remaining questions and reliability statistics for the socio-cultural index. 

Table 3.17: Correlation of Socio-Cultural Questions 

correlation significant at the 0.05 level 
standardized item alpha = 58 

The socio-cultural indes ~ i a s  computed by adding the questions together to get a 

range of tive through tuenty-five. The index !\as then recodsd into a dichotomous 

iariablr \\here respondents \\ere placed into positive or nrgathr attitude towards the 

socio-cultural process of globalization.u' Table 3.18 show [hat S 3 . 8 O . b  of respondents 

had positi~e attitudes I\ hile 46.2O/0 had negative attitudes to~sards this process. This split 

in respondents' opinions indicates the dit'ficultt in capturing rhe essence of this process 

of gIobalization. While the overall intent of these questions NU to tap general 

perceptions of attitudes tonards the socio-cultural process of globalization. this emerging 

global consciousness pro~ed difficult to capture. Hoiiever. it is thought that this process 

is clostsl! linked ro the economic and technological processes of slobalizrttion and it is 

being shaped by global citizens uho are increasingly participating in a global worid. 

J' Cmnbach's alpha increases from . j I  to -58 with the removal ofquestion five. 
4: 

.-\ value beowen 8 and 15 was recoded as opposrd I6 through IS was recoded as being in agreement 
with the sociecultunl process of globalization. Therefore. respondents who were opposed orneutnl to the 
tive question were p u p e d  into opposing the social and cultural process of globalization while those 
respondents who stated either neutnlib plus agreement to the tire questions were coded as supporters of 
the socio-cultunl process. 
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Table 3.18: Socio-Cultural Index of CIobalization 

GlobaIization is conceived of a blend of each of these three processes discussed in 

&is chapter. The indices. baed on the three processes. esminr  respondents' attitudes 

and brhavioun in relation ro globalization. The question remains. hotvever. as to the 

degree of correlarion among these three processes. If the processes are interrelated, do 

t h q  remain nhen specitic controls such as age and income are introduced'? In addition. 

~vfiat is the relationship between these processes of globalization and their etTects on 

respondents' sense of polirical identity and communit~'l In orher words. is the glocalism 

hypothesis supported by the data coilectsd'? 

VALID PERCENT 
46.2 
53.8 
100.0 

Disagree 
Agree 
Total: 

FREQUENCY 
132 
154 
186 
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It is possible to think of examples in almost every facet of life where globalization 

is having a degree of etTect. These st'frcts are in part due to the depth and gro\\ing 

breadth of the processes of globalization. Taken together. these individual processes 

create the phenomenon of globalization. Engaging with these processes may alter 

perceptions of the norld we live in by creating new identities or reprioritizing old 

identities. The focus of this chapter is tirst to examine the interrelationship between the 

three processes of globalization and second. to examine the etTect of ~lobalization on 

political identit) and sense of community. 

-4s illustrated in the previous chapter. respondents appeared to engage in a 

ulobalized tkorld. Their attitudes and opinions towards the internationalization of the 
L 

econom! and the socio-cultunl process of giobalization \\ere such that 87.7Oh of 

respondents agreed uith the internationalization of the sconom! and 53.8O.0 of 

respondents had a positi~e attitude t o ~ x d s  a social and cultunl element of globalization. 

Not onl> Here respondents' attitudes being shaped by globalization. but their behaviours 

\\ere as tbell. In particular. their ~illingness to engage in technolog! use. both at home 

and at ~bork. uas apparent as 70.9Oj0 of respondents used modem communication 

technolog! in their homcs and 6 I .4OC of respondents used these modes of technolog! at 

NOB. bIoreover. if Internet use and s-mail are indi\iduall> examined. 54.'J0/o of 

respondents had in fact used the Internet and 48.L0'o had checksd their e-mail through the 

Internet (see Table 3.8 1. The interesting question. ho~wwr. is host these three processes 

are interrelated and hou these relationships changed among different sub-groups of 

respondents. 
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Globalization - Processes Intertwined 

Table 4.1: Tbree Processes of Globalization Pearson Correlation ,Matrix 

' Correlation signiticrtnt at rhr 0.05 Iekrl 
Pearson's r correlarion 

.As Table 4.1 il1ustr;ltes. there is some degree of significant intercorrelation among 

the three processes of globalization. The strongest conelation existed berueen 

respondents' home and work technolog! use. Technology use at work is more strongly 

correlated to the socio-cultural process than is technolog> use at home. -4s well. 

technolog> use c either at home or ~vork) is not signiticcmtl! comlated to the economic 

process of globalization. The socio-cultunl process is moderatel! correlated to the other 

processes of globalization and is strongly correlated with the economic process. It 

appears that m o n g  respondents there ~vas a strong correlation betiveen anitudes to\vards 

a giobal social and cultural consciousness and the anitudes towards the 

internationalization ofthe economy. 

Uhen respondents were broken into sub-groups the intercorrelations among the 

three processes of globalization varied in strength. but not in signiiicance (uith the 

exception of the economic process). \hen only hi1 time residents were examined. the 

correiational strength between the three processes weakened somewhat. with the 

esception of the correlation benveen technology use at home and the socioculturrtl 



process (-21 tiom .I6 in the overall sample). .As well. the relationship between the 

attitudinai indices of globalization (economic and sociocultural~ became insispiticant. 

This also holds h r  seasonal and weekend residents. The relationship benveen technology 

use at work and the socio-cultural process increased in correlational strength from a 

moderate to rt strong correlation ( 2 3  to .3 1 ). 

Among male and female respondents. there were some interesting variations. For 

men. the correlation b e t ~ ~ e s n  technolog> use at horns and ivork was veq strong (.48). .As 

~vell. a11 three processes of globalization were signiticmtiy albeit moderately correlated. 

~vith the exception of technology use and the economic process of globalization. This 

meant that m o n g  men there was a positive correlation between both their attitudes 

to\varjs the socio-cultural process and technology use md their attitudes t o ~ ~ d s  the 

sconom!. .Among female respondents. the onl: signiticant correlations ti-ere benteen 

technolog! use at work md home ( 3 5 )  and among technolog use at ~vork and the socio- 

cultunl process ( - 2  1 1. Thus. there ~ v a s  a iveker correlation between technology use at 

home and 31 \iork among female respondents and there tvas a significant correlation 

benheen the economic md socio-cultural process of globalization among male 

respondmts onl! . 

Among respondents ivith varied educational Iei.els. the only consistentIy 

signiticant cornlation nas between technology use at ivork and at home. The higher the 

level of education. the ~veaker was the correlation bttnvern the two processes. For 

example. among respondents tiith a low level of education. there tvas a signiticantly 

strong correlation of -42. Among those respondents who were highly educated the 

correlation decreased in strength to 29.  The relationship between tschnoloc use at w o k  

and the socio-cuitunl process was only signiticmt among respondents nith a medium 

level of education 1.40). Thus. regardless of the level of education. there was a 
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significant relationship between technolog? use at H-ork and at home. while the 

interrelationships between the other processes proved to be insigniticant. 

U'hen income levels were examined. there were some interesting tindings. For 

example. among low-income respondents there was an esceptionally strong correlation 

benveen technology use at home and at work ( - 5 2 )  and a strong correlation betuxen 

technology use at home and the socio-cultural process (-27). This is an interesting 

deviation from technology use a work acting as a bctrer predictor in all other instances. 

.-Is ivell. there was an inverse relationship beti-t.cn technology use at home and the 

economic process of ~IobaIization m o n g  respondents with a moderate income (-20).  

Yet. ivithin this same sub-group there was a positive correlation beni-een technology use 

st kvork and the socio-cultunl process. which was similar to the other findings. One 

possible interpretation may he that with grt'ater technology use at home, respondents 

\vew less willing to support the in~emationalizzltion of the economy. yet the greater 

technology use at work. the more middle income respondents supported the socio-tultml 

process of globalization. 

This tinding could be linked to levels of education and types ofemploymmt. The 

intemationnlization of the economy favours certain industries and occupations over 

others and perhaps the opposition among respondents in regards to international 

economic tlo~vs is rclatcd to emplo:msnt in primary industries such as logging and 

mining in conjunction ~vith lo\\ Ie\.els of education. .Among -oung respondents. there 

ivas no correlation between technoiog: use and economic processes. The only signiticant 

correlation esisted beni-ern technoIogv use at work and the socio-tulnurtl process (30). 

Among middle and old aged respondents, this correIation disappears. Instead. the only 

significant correlation is between work and home technology use and the correlational 

strength increases as age does (-34 for middle aged and -39 for old age). 
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h l e n  the ideological orientation of respondents was examined. two relationships 

appeared.* The further to the right a respondent fell (on an ideological scale that ranged 

from zero to one hundred ~vhere zero equaled Ieti and one hundred equaled right) the 

stronger the intercorrelation benvtxn technology use at home and at work. Uli le  there 

was a strong correlation between technology use ovcdl.  there was a marked difference 

in correlational strength ( -37  mong those considered on the -left'. .3S among those in the 

'center' and .46 among rhose on the 'right'). As well, the further left a respondent was 

the stronger the cornlation between rcchnolog! use 31 work md attitudes towards the 

socio-cultunl process of globalization. Howeb-er. among respondents on the right. there 

!\as a moderate correlation beween technology use at work and at home kvith the socio- 

cultuml process ( 2  1 and .2O respectivel> 1, This could be linked to the strong correlation 

benbc.cn technology use at nark and at home among respondents on the right. 

So. \\hat does this a11 mean:' One of the most discernable patterns to emerge 

mong  the three processes of globalization is the significant relationship bet\veen 

technolog> use at home and at ~vork. This relationship was the most consistent among 

sub-groups o i  respondents and ~vas for the must part N-as suongl! correlated. The second 

pattern ivas the relationship knveen technolog> use at \vork and positive attitudes 

toibards the jocio-culturai process of globalization. ;\Ithough this relationship was not 

continuousl> signiticant among the ditlkrmt groupings of respondents. there ivas a 

definite relationship bet~veen these two processes. Finall!. the relationship benveen 

attitudes to~vards the econom! and the other nvo main processes was the least correlated. 

4 In order to gather this information mpondents were asked. -In political macrrrs. people often speak of 
left and right. Theoreticall>. a person on the lrff wliS to use government intervention to end inequalities 
and esploiration of the capitalist skstem. .4 person on the right xcks to reduce the role of the state to a 
minimum and allou capitalistic market forces ro determine the dismbution of power and wealth. If kou 
were to place >ourself on this left-right scale. where would o u  t;lIl?- Respondents chox to place an .Y 
along a line that was one hundred dashes long and where lefi was at one end and right was at the other. See 
question D5 of the surve>. This theoretical definition was &en tium Rand [ X c k  Canadian Politics: 
Critical .%oamachrs (Scarborough: Nelson Canada. 1993) : 289 - 290. 
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In o n l ~  a few instances did s sipiticant correlation occur among the sub-groups of 

respondents. 

Overall then. there \\-ere several relationships occurring among respondents in 

regards to the processes of globalization. The attitudes. txhaviours and actions among 

respondents regarding globalization have been discussed. The interrelationships among 

the three processes have also been examined to reveal vaping strengths of correlations 

bet~veen the three processes m o n g  sub-groups of respondents, Let us nou turn to the 

esmination of the etfect of globalization on respondents' sense of political identin and 

sense of political cornmunit:.. 

Identity and Community 

The intenr of this research is to not oniy examine the processes of globalization 

but to cxaminc: the impact of globaIization on run1 identities and on respondents' sense 

of political cornmunit>. The importance of the -local' was esaminrd through an 

understanding of identie and communi~-. 

One rudiment? \va> to begin analyzing respondents' attitudes towards the local 

justaposed to the pro\.incr. nation and global cornmunit? in ~vhich respondents lived was 

to examine neLvspaper readership. The nvo main local or regional ne\vspapers for 

respondents in the Columbia Valley are the iullej. E L . ~ o  and the Kuoren+ R'reki~.. 

Ne\vspapers that focused on events within the province \vere the C+ulgun, Heruid and the 

C-uigun. Star. the Ihco i t~ur  Prorinc-tr and the Iunc-o1n.t.r Sun. Wational papers included 

the tilohe unri .\luil and the .\;rtiunul Posr arid the .Yew Iurk Times was included to 

represent a neLvspapsr that covered intemauonai and global events. Table 4.2 illustrates 

the readership of these papers m o n g  respondents. 
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Table 4.2: Yewspaper Readership 
I 

NEU'SP.4PER 
The Vdle! Echo 
Kootsnay Weekly 

Cdgru) HeraId 
Calgan- Sun 

Vancouver Province 
Vancou~ er Sun 

The Valley Echo is clearl? the most widely read newspaper m o n g  respondents. 

YES (V.\LID O h )  

88.8 

This IocalI~ focused nexvspaper is published once 3 week and is available on-line and in 

NO (V-\LID O / o )  

11.2 

2.7 
-1.4 

81.7 
93 -2 
99.0 

Globe and Mail I 17.3 

hard copy. .As the newspapers espand in their news reporting focus. the readership levels 

97.3 
95.6 

National Post 
S e n  York Times 

continuousl>. declined to the point ~vhere only 1.0O.0 or three respondents read the New 

50-2 
59.7 
24.1 

6.8 
1 .O 

York Times on a regular basis. rhus. a majurit) of respondents read neLvspapers ~vith a 

49.8 
60.3 
75.9 

tbcus on current e\-ents and issues pertaining to their community. ~vhile f ewr  

respondents read papers with a broader ne\\s reporting focus. 

To pursue a greater understanding of respondents' interests in local. provincial. 

nationai lind international atTairs. they \vere asked to indicate Ie\els of interest based on a 

seven poinr scde where one equaled 'pay little attenrion'. bu r  equaled -moderate 

concern' and seven equaled 'major concern'. Responses were rrcoded into little. 

moderate. or major concerns and the results are listed in Table 4.3."' 

4 c  
.A balue of one or tuo was rrcodcd into -little concern'. a talue ofthree to tibe was recoded as a 

-moderate concrm' and a value or  six or xbrn was recoded into -major concern'. 



Table 4.3: Interest in Local, Provincial, National and International Affairs 

.A majority of respondents (52.5%) stated that they ivere highly interested in local 

atTairs. while their interest in provincial. national and international ak'fairs waned to 

moderate concern. There is. however. a moderately strong interest in affairs beyond the 

local place ~vith close to 50% of respondents maintaining a moderate interest over attjirs 

outside of the Columbia Valley. 

Thus. respondents smted that the Columbia Valle? and the events that happen 

~vithin it ivere of concern. tIo\vever. how did their attitudes and behaviours aIign with 

the importance they place on the local'? How did they identic with the Columbia 

Valley'? Do they participate in their community and have a strong sense of attachmenr to 

it:' 

Tapping this sense of a local identity centered on the establishment of the 

Columbia Valley as the local place, the identitication of a local identit! through 

anitudinal and interest statements and an index of civic attachment. Through an 

esamination of respondents' opinions and activities in the community. it was possible to 

measure the levels of civic engagement and attachment to the Columbia Valley. 

Little concern 
Moderate 
concern 
Major 

concern 

Community Attachment 

In order to understand the importance of the Columbia Vdleq-. respondents were 

asked- --If you were ot'fered a similar job in Castlegar. British Columbia to the one you 

INTERNATIONAL 
AFF-AIRS 

(VALID O 6 )  
8.8 

63.1 

28.1 

NATIONAL 
.-\FF.\IRS 

(VALID %) 
5.1 

I 

53.2 

41 -7 

PROVNCIAL 
AFF-AIRS 

(V-%LID '10) 

3.7 
47.8 

48.5 

LOCXL 
.AFF=\IRS 

(VALID %) 
3.7 

43.7 

- ." -. j 
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have now. how quickly would you agree to rake h e  job and leave the Columbia Valley'?" 

and. '-If you were otEred a similar job in Sandpoint. Idaho. to the one you have now. 

how quickly ~vould you agree to take the job and leave the Columbia ~al le~: '" '~  These 

alternate locations were chosen baxd on their similarity in size and close proximi5 

~vithin British Columbia and Idaho. The question compares the importance of a 

respondent's community in the Columbia Valley to that u f  an alternate community ~vithin 

the same province and countn and to that of an alternate community located in an 

alternate state and countp. The results arc highlighted in Table 4.41 and 4.4b. 

Table 4.4a: Attachment to Columbia Valley vs. Castlegar - 

1 FREOL-ENCY V.ALID PERCENT O.0 1 
In a second - * 1 - 1 7 1 .- 

.-1ftt.r minimum considention 1 I I I 4.3 1 
II Total '<i -- - 100.0 I 

. - .L\fter lengthy consideration I - ? - > 

Decline the o tTer t 
I 206 

Respondents oven\ helming I! stared ( 80.S0 o that they ~toulci decline the o tk r  to 

13.7 
80.8 

relocats in another town \tithin British Columbia. .-Is kvell. 69.I0b stated the! would 

decline the otkr  to li\-e in a similar community in the L-nited States. Therefore. there 

high Ic.\.cls of attachment to the Columbia Valley among a majority of respondents. 

Respondents appeared to not be tempted b? the prospects of living in a similar 

cornmunip in the rS.4 or in central British ~olumbia."- 

Jr! Respondents could choose tmm the follou ing responses: in a second after minimum consideration. after 
;I lengh? period of consideration. or would decline the ot'fer. .,- 

Slight \xiations occur among respondents tr ho were ernplo>ed unernplo!ed or retired. For esample. 
53.2" 0 of respondents who uere currenrl: emplo: ed declined the ofer  to relocare to Castlegar and 67.6O.0 
declined to relocate to Sandpoint. Sirnilarl>. for those respondents u ho uere retired S 1 .OO.o and 77.Y"' 
uould haw declined the at'fer to relocate ro either C a s t l e g  or Sandpoint. However. among those 
respondents \r ho here uncrnplo>ed. while j7.S00 respondents ~ o u l d  decline the offer for Castlegw and 
ZO.U0o of respondents would decline the offer to relocate to Sandpoinc. an qua1 amount (j7.Y"') would 
relocate to either Casrlcp- or Sandpoint wirh minimum considention- 



Table 4.4b: Attachment to Columbia Valley vs. Sandpoint, Idaho 

I 

Total 2-19 100.0 11 

In a second 
.After minimum consideration 

Measuring community attachment was also accomplished through a question that 

tapped civic engagement in the community. Respondents were asked to indicate. tiom 

the list beloi~. ivhat organizations h e y  belonged to. They ivere coded a zero if there was 

no involvement or a one if they belonged to a panicular organization. Organizations ivere 

categorized into the tiolloiving: 

- - a 
20.5 
69.1 

L 

Theatre. music groups National organizations 

Fraternal p u p s  - Public libraq 

.Athletic teams. sport organizations Support groups 

Toiin committees Youth groups 

Senice Clubs Environmental Organizations 

Women's groups Chamber of commerceqx 

FREQUESCY 
11  
IS 

.After lengthy consideration 
Decline the ot'fer 

.An index ii-as formed that indicated that 19 .7O/o  of respondents do not belong to any 

cornmunit>- organization. Yet_ 69.7% of respondents belonged to at least one and maybe 

up to three community organizations,Ju 

V.4LID PERCENT (!/o 
4.4 
6.0 i 

5 1 
172 

'' These categories are based on a listing of Communin Resources in Inkermere and .Ares tiom a 
Communi~ Protile constructed b> the Columbia Val lg Chamber o f  Commerce. 

In order to create this chic enzggement index a respondent was given a kalue o f  one for each 
organization the) participated in and a zero for the orggizarion t h g  were not involved in. The index was 
computed b> adding thex groups together. 



This sense of community or sense of the local was W e r  investigated through a 

ranking of four statements that queried opinions of the Columbia Valley. Respondents 

indicated on a tits-point scale how they klt about the following statements: 

I .  The Columbia Valley is an excellent place to raise a family. 

2 I am so satisfied tvith life in the Columbia Valley that I don't concern myself with 

what is happening in the rest of the country. 

3. Life in the Columbia Valley can be boring and dull at times. 

4. .-Ittending cummunity events is not important to me."n' 

Responses to question four reinforced that respondents are involved in their 

cornmunicit.~: 59.5O.b of respondents stated it was important to them to attend community 

events. Lvhile 28.9O.0 stated they Liere neutral towards attending. .As tbr the other rhwe 

statements. 62.7",11 of respondents strongly disagreed or disagreed that the Columbia 

Valley could be boring and dull at times. tvhile m ovenvhelming number of respondents 

stated the Columbia Valle>- ~vas an excellent place to raise a famil? (82.09'0). Moreover. 

S1.O0<o strongly disagreed or disagreed with the following statement: -1 am so satistied 

with life in the Columbia Valley that I don't concern myself with tvhat is happening in 

the rest of the countp." \\.'hilt: there appears to be an attachment to the Columbia Valley 

as the locai pIace. this appears to not deni-mte ti-om a need to remain current on outside 

events. perhaps et.en on a global scale. Nevertheless, this does not preclude the prim- 

focus on events and atyairs ~vithin the Columbia Valley. 

.)I respondent's attitude totvards the local is shaped by their attitude towards the 

municipal government. Governments play a large role in the promotion of community 

"" See Care? Hill .-New Technologies and Territorial Identities in Western Canada.- MA thesis. tjniveni~ 
of Calgap. 1998. 
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and identity hithin a specific gm-mphical unit. Although this role at the national level 

may be diminishing with the advent of globalization. the hypothesis of glocalism posits 

there will be an increasing role for local governments in shaping attitudes towards 

community and political identit!. 

The tinal section of the survey explored artitudes towards local. provincial. 

national and international government. This exploration was comprised of tive questions. 

The tirst tapped Ie~els  of contidence in various levels of government. based on a scale 

from zero through ten ~vhere zero equals no contidence and ten equals a high degree of 

contidrncc. Respondents Herr asked to indicate contidence in their current municipal 

government. their current provincial NDP go\.ernment. the current federal Liberal 

government and international organizations such as the United Nations. This data is - 
summarized in Table 4.5. 

Table 4.5: Confidence in Various Levels of Government 

.Almost one half of respondents stated a moderate level of contidence in their 

municipal government. while 85.4O.6 of respondents stated either no or low levels of 

contidence in their provincial government. Confidence in national and international 

levels of governance was mixed i-rth approximately one third of respondents reporting 

low levels of coniidence in their national governments and one third stating moderate 

No 
contidence 

Lou 
contidrnce 

Neutral 
>Iodmtr 

contidence 
High 

contidence 1 

i 

>fC?;ICIP.-\L 
V.-\LID O.0 

8.3 

I 20.7 

19.9 
50.4 

, 0.7 

PROVISCIAL 
V-ALID */o 

47.0 

28.4 

7.5 
7.1 

0 

NATIONAL 
VALID "6 

15.2 

34.4 

18.1 

1KTERNXTION.AL 
VALID O.b 

8.9 

3 I .7 

24.6 
3 1.9 

0.4 

34.2 

0.7 
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levels of contidence. .At the international levd of government. respondents were again 

split on their contidence IeveIs: 34.29/0 of respondents felt moderate levels of confidence 

in international organizations such as the United Yations. The point to be made. 

however. is that respondents have the ~ x a t e s t  confidence in their local sovemment, low 

levels of contidence in the national government and the lowest levels of contidence in 

their provincial The second question focused on the amount of intluence 

respondents Plt they had over local government decisions."" .-1 large majority of 

respondents (78.9O4) stated they had either a lot. or a moderate amount of intluence over 

local government decisions. thus indicating not onlv do they have high levels of 

contidence but also strong feelings ofetlicacy in their Iocal government. These attitudes 

to\vards their municipal level of government may strengthen their attachment to the local 

and to their community. 

Respondents were tinalty asked to rank how strongly they identified ~vith several 

ditTerent political identities. They were asked to nnk on a scale of one to tive. where 

five equaled close ties and one equated no ties. how closely they identified uith the 

Columbia Valley. British Columbia. Western Canada- Canada. North America and the 

global community. Uhen asked about each individuai identin. 46.3'10 of respondents - 
stated they had close ties to the Columbia Valley. compared to 39.9% of respondents who 

stated close tics to Canada. 32.69/0 for Western Canada, 26.69'0 for British Columbia 

14.;O/b for Nonh America and 7.00'0 stated close ties to the global community. 

Respondents were also asked to choose h m  a list the identic that was the most 

important to them. This forced respondents ro rank their identities and allowed for 

!!)I This de~yee of contidence in the three levels of government ma! be shaped by geo~aphic proximip. but 
it ma!- also be marked b? political scandals that have occurred in BC in the past several ye=. 
'"' The quesrion specificall) reads: --How much influence do uou think people like you can have over local 
government decisions? Respondents were able to indicate whether they feel the!: have a lot of intluence. a 
moderate amount of intluence. none at all or do not know. 



interpretation of overlapping. hierarchical and prominent identities. The resuits are listed 

in Table 4.6. 

TabIe 4.6: Most Important Political Identity 
FREQUENCY V-ALID PERCENT "0 1 

t Columbia Valley 
Canada 

.As Table 4.6 illustrates. the results were very similar \\hen respondents tvere 

asked to choose their most important identie. The only t.ruiation in ranking occurred 

bt.t\vt.en tht. global community and North :\metica and may be attributed. in pan. to 

respondents' neutrality in regards to these t~vo identities s ;7.1U'o and 40.J0,o of 

respondents ranked North .-lmrrica and the global cornmunit! as a three on a tive point 

scde. 

The mean scores of  each individual identity nnking support that respondents 

identified nith or had close ties to the local identity oter all others.'"' lr is clear h m  

Table 4.7 that on avenge respondents ranked their ties to the Columbia Valle>- rts their 

strongest identity. follot~-ed b>- ties to Canada Western Canada, British Columbia. North 

.America and the global communin . 

1 

., - 10. The mean score was calculated b! taking the average score. on a one to live point scale from all 
respondents who answered the questions on political identin. 

103 
82 

35.3 
28.1 

Western Canada 
British Columbia 

GIo bal community 
North .America 

48 
38 
14 
7 

16.4 
12.0 
4.8 
2.4 
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Table 4.7: Mean Scores for Various Political Identities 

I POLITIC.4L IDENTITY 1 MEAN I 
I 

11 Columbia Valle? I 4.16 11 
I 

Canada 

Western Canada 

I1 
I 

Nonh America I 3.23 

4.03 

3.84 

C British Columbia 

Thus. respondents have a \veil-established identitication ivith the Columbia 

3.70 

I 

Valley. Their attitudes and brhaviours. combined with a high sense of etlicacy and 

Global Cornmunit! 

contidence in municipal go1,ernment. all indicate that respondents highly value the local 

2.85 

and ha\ t  a strong sense of place. The nest question to be addressed is. therefore. what 

I 

happens to these attitudes. brhaviours and sense of place once indi~iduals engage in a 

Glocalism - Sense of the Local in a Globalized World 

Previous discussion has inciuded a theoretical discussion of globalization. identity 

and community. From the data presented. respondents in the Columbia Valley possess 

attitudes. apinions and behrtviours that dip them lvith the grotving intensification of 

globalization. Respondents also have a suong identification to the Columbia Valle?. 

This manifests in a strong belief in the a b i l i ~  of the municipal level of government and in 

a strong sense of local identity and cornmunin atrachrnent. What has not _vet k e n  

empirically esamined is the gtocalism h!pothesis. How do individuals. who are engaging 

in globalization, feel about their local identin- in comparison to their provinciaI. regional. 

national and international identin? Diagram 4.1 conceptualizes the glocalism hypothesis. 
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Figure 4.1 : Glocalism Hypothesis 

Political Identity 
Technological Globalization 

Sense of Community 

Socio-Cultural Y 
I / 

To gain a better understanding of the complexities of the thee main processes of 

globalization. a series of questions were asked. --Is well. understanding the concepts of 

identit? rrnd cornmunit>- and respondents' atritudes totvards these concepts required that 

several questions \\..ere posed. Hotvever. one question in the suney questionnaire 

t'ocused the political identity debate. The question asked respondents to choose their 

most important community. Respondents ivere forced to choose only one primary 

identity after having the opportunity in the pret,ious questions to think about their 

identitication tvith each gee-mphic identit!.'* The resuIts are summarized in Table 4.6 

and Table 4.7. 

To begin the ana1ysis of the glocalisrn h~pothesis. the intercorrelations between 

the indices of globalization and the tive place measures were examined. Of the tbur 

indices of globalization created- only two yielded signiticant correlations. There was a 

weak- positive comelation behveen technolog> use at home and tics to both North 

ilM Set: questions C6 and CT in the survey questionnaire. 
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America (. 13) and the global community ( . i 5 ) .  There was also a negative correlation 

between respondents' use of technology at home and their ties to British Columbia (- .I  3) .  

This infers the more a respondent utilized modem communication technolop at home 

the weaker the ties to the province in which they resided. 

The second signit?cmt relationship existed betneen the socio-cultural process and 

ties to Canada ( .IS).  North .\merica ( . I  7) and the global community ( 3 2 ) .  The strong 

correlation between the socio-cultural process and tics to the global community indicate 

that respondents' attitudes towards issues such as immigration. global 

interco~ectedness. rnulticulturd exposure and the right to equality helped to esplain. to 

a certain degree, their identiticaion to a Iarger. global communir>. 

.-I better understanding of the glocalism hypothesis is captured through multiple 

regression. This allo~vs for the simu[taneous anaIysis of the b u r  indices and their effect 

on each political identit!. the tindings are summarized in Table 4.8. 

'Correlation signiticant at the 0.05 level - 
Pearson's r correlation 
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The correlations in Table 4.8 illustrate the greater explanatory power of the three 

processes of globalization as a whole versus the correlational strength of each indes on its 

omn. -4s well. a greater degree of variance is explained between ties to Canada. Nonh 

.I\merica and the global community with the simultaneous analysis of all three processes. 

The data suggests that no single process of globalization i s  the best predictor of ties to 

political identip: rather the three processes taken together have the greatest explanatop 

polver. I"' 

What the data fails to support is the linkage between engaging in globalization 

and ties to the local communi~.  It would appear there is link explanatop power in the 

processes of globalization esplaining respondents' ties to the Columbia Valley. In part. 

the fact that respondents' had such an extraordinary anachment to the local place 

regardless of levels of engagement in the processes of globalization may contribute to the 

minimal esplanatory po\\er of engagement in globalization. 

.Attachment w the Canadian identity is partially explained by respondent's 

attitudes towards the socio-cultunl process. .Anitudrs toivards the issues of 

multicultumlisrn. equal rights. open irnmigntion, interconnectedness among people and 

issues of rich and poor resonated \vith respondents in their identitication to the national. 

Nonh American and global identities. 

The data presented foreshadow the beginnings of a group of people in a set of 

rural communities engaging in a global world through modern communication 

technolog? use. -4s well. the data portray that respondents' attitudes favow m econom? 

dominated by international trade tloivs and the beginnings of a social and cultural gIobal 

i l l &  The ulue ofr in a multiple ~ y ~ r s s i o n  equation "indicates the d e w  ro rrhich variation in the 
dependent bariable is associared lbith variations in the sewn1 independent variables taken simultancousl~.'~ 
L q  D. Schroeder cr. al. Lndersmdine Resession Xnalksis ( London: Sage Publication. 1986) 33. The 
value of R squared {the coetEcirnt of multiple determination1 in each multiple regression analyses falls 
belou 2O0o and is rheretbre considered poor and unacceptable. .4s the amount of variance explained is so 
Ion. a more dcnikd discussion of re-~ession anal>ses is not included in this research. 
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consciousness. What the data does not suggest is that engaging in a globalized world has 

any signiticant effect on a respondent's sense of anachrnent to the local identity. which in 

the case of respondents in the Columbia Valley is extraordinarily high. 
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The theoretical literature on glocalism states the local identity ~711 gain in 

imponmince as individuals engage in a globalized world. Globalization is thought of as a 

series of processes that form the larger whole ofglobalization. Engaging in modem tbrms 

of communication technology is conceived of as a pond throu$ which individuals 

engage in a globalized world. The other two processes are the internationalization of the 

economy and an emerging socio-cultural process. Beyond tapping actual engagement 

with these ttvo processes. measuring how individuals feel toward them is another way to 

capture how these processes of globaIization a t k t  individuals. These three processes 

form the phenomenon of globalization. 

Cnderstanding identity and community is one tvav to understand the local. Based 

on a geozaphical understanding of political identity and community. the intent of the 

suney questionnaire \vas to capture the impomce  of the local identity among 

respondents in relation to other political identities. Thus. once these two parts of 

glocalism were empiricall> examined it  becmc possible to interpret the etTect of 

engaging in a globalized xorld and its etTect on the local identity. 

The three main questions posed in the introducto~ chapter centred around the 

~iocalism hypothesis: 

.Are individuals engaging in the processes of globalization'? .4re they users 

oicommunicrtrion trchnologirs'? Do rhrir attitudes. bchaviours and actions 

coincide u-ith the economic and socio-cultural processes of globalization? 

Ho~k- do individuals feel about the Iocal? Do the)- have a strong local 

identic and sense of civic attachment'? How much efficacy and trust do 

they have in their governments at the local. provincial. national and 

international IeveIs'l 
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Is there a relationship betti-een the engagement in the processes of 

elobalization and the importance associated with the local identity'? Does - 
the glocalism hypothesis hold in the Columbia Valle>'.' 

To brietly summarize the tindings. respondents ~vithin the Columbia Valley were 

indeed engaging tvith the processes of globalization. Communications technologies. in 

particular the Internet and e-mail, were being used b>- close to half of respondents. The 

attitudes and opinions of respondents appeared to support the internationalization of the 

economy and also acknowledged the presence of a developing social and cultunl 

dynamic of globalization. 

Respondents also had a strong sense of the local. They had a strong sense of local 

identit! md a strong sense of community attachment. .As well. they had high levels of 

trust and etlicacy regarding the municipal level of government justaposed to low levels 

t'or their provincial government and only moderate levels for the national go\.ernment. 

They usen  a sense of lo!alty to the Columbia Valley. preferring to live there over other 

similar communities in population size. but v q i n g  in geographic setting. Of all other 

political identities. a greater percentage of respondents indicated identitication to the 

Columbia Valley oi.er a provincial. regional or even national identity. 

There is little overall signiticance or power of explanation. hoti-et-er. between 

engaging in globalization and a causal etTect on the importance of the local identity. 

\lultiple regression analyses showed an inconclusive finding. although the combined 

analysis of the three processes of globalization did yield the greatest amount of 

explanatory power over the identitication to political identities based on place. 

Theret'ore. it is impossible to reject the null hypothesis that states there is no relationship 



between the forces of globalization and the hierarchical ordering of the local identity 

within a respondent's bundle of identities. 

k l a t  the data do imply is as interesting as what they do not support. First is the 

fact that individuals living within the Columbia Valley are engaging with globalization. 

Technolog: use allo~vs them to deft. geographic isolation and participate in a global 

~vorld. The theoretical literature that defines global cities in  Canada as nodes of 

rlobalization may have overlooked the importance of rural mas."" It is not oniy - 
individuals \vithin these urban cities that can easily engage in globalization. Residents in 

the Columbia Valley can both travel to these global nodes. whether it bc: Calgaq or 

Vancouver. and can use the Internet to engage in a globalized ~{orld. 

The data does support the engagement \vith new communication technoIogies as a 

fundamental part of engaging sith a globalized world. The actual use of the Internet and 

e-mail among respondents and the importance of technolog?. stressed in the literature 

reinforce one mother. Uhile the data do indicate a signiticmc percentage of respondents 

using communications technologies. it is important to note the percentage of respondents 

that do not engage in these modem technologies. On a larger scale. the available 

statistics also tell us that ivhile there are 48 personal computers (PCs) per I00 people in 

Canada and over 4O0,o of the Canadian population use the Internet. it still leaves a large 

percentage of citizens not wired to the global world. This highlights that only a minorin. 

of people are truly integrated into the global economy. Those that are unable to engage 

in globalization may tind themselves more socially, economicall>. electronically and 

technologically disenfranchised. "'- 

"" Foresarnple see. Castrlls. 1996. 1991: Low. 1997:Courchene 1995. 1998: Kincaid 1995. 
10- Claire Sheman. -Communities. Networks. Creativi~ and Culture.- Tehnolozv. Cuiture and 
Comwritiveness: Change and the World Political Economv. Eds. Michael Talala!. Chris Farrands and 
Roger Tooze ( Routlrdp: London. 1993 : 1 13. 
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Positive attitudes ton-arb the other processes of globdization do not prot-e or 

disprove the theoretical litenture. .\dsquatrIy capturing s developing socio-cultural 

process not clearly detined in the literame is ditEcdt and this was demonstrated in the 

data. .As ~vell. attitudes towards the internationalization of the economy ivere not 

correlated \vith communication technoIog?. This contradicts the interrelationship 

between the two that is stressed in the literature. 

The data tindings do nisc some interesting policy implications for local Irzvel 

municipalities in Cmnda. 'The generall> positive attitude toward the local space among 

respondents in rhe Columbia Valley provides unique opportunities for the municipal 

i IlX Government. In m era ivhttre principles of subsidiarity and the devolution of pomers - 
h m  the national to provincial and from the provincial to the local level of government 

dominate. citizens are looking t o ~ a r d  the local government to pro~ide both net\ senices 

and current senices in new ways. -4s Horsrnan and hlarshall note. globalization also 

reinforces a focus on the municipalit!.: 

Lacking firm connections to the seat of economic decision making - 

increasingl! supmational an3 in some cases gIobaI - citizens feel poiicrlrss 
to control the et'fects on their own lives of Jevclopments in the international 
cconom!. This results in citizens clamouring for immediate. tangible and full 
accountabilip tiom politicians.. .and ultirnatel:.. in a retreat to ever more local 
forms of political association. where at I t s t  the citizen can expect a read! 
response to his needs."* 

Thus. there is an increased pressure on Canadian municipalities to provide for the 

needs of their citizens. Lihile globalization contributes to these pressures. it also opens 

(13 .I recent stud! that examined the social capita1 in both rural and non-nual areas in Canada found that 
social capital rvas more pre\alcnt in rural m a s .  Rural Canadians belong to a wider arm) of organizations 
and regardless oiother demo~mphic tacrors. mi Canadians have a higher associational pmpensi~. Rural 
people in Canada also haw high le\els of rmsr than elsewhere. with the exception of new i m m i p t s  and 
speaks of other language -pups. See JeffDa)-ton-Johnson. %fiat Does Social Cohesion Conmiute to 
the Rural Econom?'? .A Tale of Four Cities.- Paper for the Canadian Employment Research Forum (CERR 
Conference on Rural Urban Differences in Economic k\elopment Laurentian L 'n iws i~ ,  Sudbq  
Ontario Scprember. 2000. 
'(PI Horseman and Marshall 18 1. 



up new opportunities for municipalities. The linking of the global and the local allows 

for both individuals and go~,ernments to engage in both spaces at the w e  time. Watson 

summarizes the implications of this diminution of space: 

Local government uill be needed to regulate local relations among 
people ... and global government uill be needed to oversee their global 
intmctions ... But there no longer ~vill be a role tbr national governments in 
mediating among indi\,iduals uho can not deal with one another directly ... 
Benveen toL\n hall and gIobaI assembly, who ~ o u I d  nerd an ~ttawa'?'' ' 

This highlights two interesting policy issues. Globalization calls into question the 

role of the nation-state as well as the role of local municipalities. It provides the 

opportunit? for local governments to ensage g1obaIly. literally by-passing a partial 

dependency on the national government. For municipalities in Western Canada and for 

people in the Columbia \,'alle>. this is m interesting proposition. For the local 

government in Invermere. \\host: priman. economic base is tourism. the local-global 

dynamic to globalization opens many doors for increased economic development. 

employment prospects and social and cultural enrichment. 

The other issue raised b> U'aison is the roIr of the nation-state in a globalized 

ivorld. Historically. the nation-smte provided territorial containers within \vhich 

individual identities and community belongings were formed. Globalization alters this 

conception. It potentially adds to the choices of individuals in the identities they assume 

and the communities they join. but there is mill a place for the local identity and sense of 

cornmunit?. lvithin these containers. There remains a role for the nation-state. although it 

may be a reconceptualized one."' For respondents in the Columbia Valley. there 

i l l  Watson 2 14. 
" For esmple. Elkins argues for the decoupling of nation and sure to create a meaning of nation 

%sociared with a people and ot an ethnicit?. Hr sees the m e  reinventing imlf ro fultill public roles and 
the creation ofnon-territorial institurions that will exist alongside narions a a global level. For example. he 
stares that supra-narional communities and orgmitarions, volunmp organit;tcions. religious p u p s  could 
zsurne larser public mlrs. Elkins. Betond Sovereimn 141 - 161. Judith hlauwell states that the new 
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remains a mong amchrnent to the national identity. To totally disregard a global order 

based on nation-states is to misinterpret h e  potential of globalization."' -4s Kincaid 

.Although market-based global integration under conditions of free trade 
encourages economic deregulation and political decentralization and 
increasingly requires regions and cities to fend for themselves against global 
competition. the rules needed to maintain this global inte~gation also require 
national centralization tbr enforcement and thereby. the subversion of 
regional and municipal 

.I\ redstinition of the nation-state in the Canadian circumstance raises the 

immediate question of \\-herher Canada would sunive another attempt at 

reconceptualization'.' Horsmm and Jlarshall \\-rite that. --any solution \vill require \vaFs 

of managing the multiple links betwen and mong  the citizen. the state. regional and 

international organizations and the global ec~nomy.""~ The long-standing political 

history of Canada illustrates the past fdures of conceiving of a Canada that ever?.one 

identifies \\ith. 

.As ~vell. regional ditErencss and ideologicai variations may threaten a weakened 

nation-state in a globalized norid. Or do they:' It can also be argued that Canada's long 

political histon of accommodating ciit'fsrence and encouraging cultural diversity sets it 

apm from other nations. .-\s globalization intensifies and hrces nation-states to evolve. 

constninrs on public polic:. including globalization md nerr rechnologies. creatrs the need for a new 
balance betueen the state. the communi~ and the individual. She foresees the building of new horizontal 
coalitions I\ ith other agencies and rcrtical coalitions with governments and other public institutions 
including social agencies. hith communities and cornmunip acton. See paper given to the Jewish Famil? 
Senices of Onaua-Carleton .4nnual Meeting October j0.2000 Canadian Polic? Research Networks 
u\r 1% cum.oE. 
" For e~ample. Watson ma~ntains the cominurd existence ofthe nation-state for the simple fact of the 

uncenaint) in\ol\ed if u e  did aMa: hith them. He also q-ues a need for the nation-state as the? provide 
-economic ~nsurance'. a certain degree of certainn and finall?. he argues that those who run the nation- 
state ma? not &ant to gi\e thern up. See hatson 251 - 254. 

1: John Rincaid Tit ies and Citizens in Flux: Global Consumer lnreygarion and Local Civic 
Fragmentation.- Yorth .4merican Cities and the GIobal Economv. eds. Peter Karl b l  and Gaq. Gappen 
Urban .-Wain .4nnual Review U (Sage: London 1995) : 81. 



perhaps Canada \-ill emerge as an innovative federal system that can meet the demands 

of individuals engaging in a globalized world. If the glocnlisrn h>pchesis proves correct 

there uiII be a decline in both provincial and national identities. as Local communities 

increase in importance. Glocalism should promore an as~mrnecrical kderal system that is 

more loosely knit.'" 

The tindings present seven1 other areas tbr funher research. .-Ilthouph this rhrsis 

extends the glocafism h>po~httsis co rural areas and attempts to ernpiricall> examine the 

theories surrounding glocalisrn, it is only a starting point. Future methodologicrtl 

sonsidenrions include designing more internally consistent indices ot'rhe three processes 

of globalization. bhiIe the technological indices were internally reliable. the indices 

measuring the economic and socio-cuItunl processes were not adsquatel? consistent. 

DiiTerent questions should to be developed to empiricall? capture tkhar is occurring in the 

rlobalized uorld. .As bell- measures should be designed to understand the hierarchical - 
ordering of political identities. .As a psychological process, it is challenging ro capture 

[he dcgrrr of importance an individual associates with particular identities at rn! one 

given moment. 

Hotwver. rhc mcthociological challenges encountered in this thesis project should 

nut drni~mte from rhr larger signiticanct: of the research. Individuals within the 

Columbia C'alle>. face a unique opponunit! nith the intensification of globalization. 

Businesses. senice organizations and locd government agencies cm sspand their policv 

initiarives and strategies to market thrmselt,es on a global scale. Local governments 

enjoy the strong support of individuals within the ValIe! and can base rhc chailenges of 

- -  - 

: I I  Sct: Horsman and Marshall 171. . I C  Roger Gibbins. Federalism in a Digital World. Presidential Addms. Annual Meeting of the CPSA. JuI) 
2000 p21.  CurrmrI). fdml-municipal relarions are minimized b: a mong provinciaf presence. The 
probinces act 3 a intermedian in the distribution of tLnds to Iocal gowrnmenrs and little mane? titters 
~OUTI TO rhr municipal level- For a broader discussion on local-national governance jtx Roger Gibbins. 



subsidiarity and devolution on this knowledge. Individuals can also take pride in the Fdct 

that there is such a strong sense of community in the Columbia Valley. This strong sense 

of identity and cornrnunin- may also be a drawing card to increase the population of the 

Columbia Valley. The Valley and the people iiithin it may act as a dra\Gng card for 

individuals who are seeking out the particular I i f i s ~ l e  found there. 

For the researcher. this thesis work extends the literature and the empirical 

knotvledge of the glocalism hypothesis. It also highlights the need for rural as ivell as 

urban anal>sis in Canadian politics. In a globalized and urbanized \\orid. rural 

communities and identities may fall ott' the political and anal>.tical landscape. It is 

imponant to not let this happen because it ignores part of the Canadian political 

construct. &loreover. \vith modem communication technology. people may ~vork in 

urban centres to do their jobs. but may prefer to spend a larse pan of their time outside of 

these global hubs. in places such as the Columbia Valley. therefore. it is necessq to 

include run1 ma1 ysis in political research. 

This thesis also raises several questions beyond the glocdism h~pothesis. For 

esampls. hou tvill globalization att'ect the local identity among individuals b r  ivhom this 

identit! is dread>- prominent'.' Will it simply accentuate an individual's notion of 

community to a greater degree:' Can the processes of globalization be conceived of and 

empirically tested in alternate ways'? .b there better u-ays to design the research 

methodology for such a task'? bloreover. is it actually possible to empirically examine 

the globalization phenomenon'? 

In the nest tivent? >ears, local governments t\i11 increase in prominence in the 

Canadian political scene. With the intensif-ication of globalization and the increasing 

interconnectedness of people on a global 1eveI our federal institutions based on 

Enmine Local .4soects of blultilevrl Frderal Governance. A background paper for the Roundtable on 
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temtorialih may have to be re-examined. In r d i ~ .  this may require a t'undamental re- 

ordering of political space. such that non-territorial communi~ formations exist 

alongside our traditional political institutions. The recognition of the local at'fecting the 

rlobal and the global at't'scting the local will be an important lesson for Canadians. The - 
saying %ink globally, but act locally" ma! be an accurate prescription for individuals to 

succeed in the ylobalized ~vorld ofthr tirture. 

- -- -- - 

local gokemrnmt International Cities. 
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Appendix A: Cover Lefter 88 

DEPARTMENT OF POLITKAL SCIENCE 

Telephone: (403) 220- 

As a person who was born and raised in Invermert, I am keenly interested in changes that 
occur o w  time in the Columbia Valley. As part of my Master's thesis, through the 
University of Calgary, I un seeking a bcttcr m d c ~ d i n g ' o f  how a rapidly changing 
world influeaces residents in the Columbii Valley. 

' T h c s e c h a n g e s m s r i d t o b e p u t o f a l u g e r ~ ~ n o f g l ~ ~ ~ ~  lhis 
pkmnam includes developments in tcdhlogy, m inaerst in i n t e m h d  ~KIC md 
social and cultunl chnge. I un d y  studyins the impaa of gIobahtio11 on nnrl 
commuuities. This study provides rcsidints of the Columbii Valley an opptmiQ to 
voice their expai- m how globalhtim influences their M y  Lives. 

Your name has bear selected at mdom hrn the local telephone directory. I nalizc your 
time is Miuable, and have designed the survey to require no more than twenty minutes. 
By providing accurate responses, you wiU k helping to improve awareness about the 
eff- of global.htion on nrral communities. If you choose to include your name and 
address, this idonnation wil l  k removed immediately upon return of tht compIetd 
swey and rll rqoami  will be ddcu t i a l  Your decision to complete and return this 
questicndre will be intqmtal u m indication of your consent to participk 

I i s k f b a t y o u ~ ~  rmveyinthcseLfkddmwdstampd envelopeor by fax(403) 
282 4773 by November IS, 1999. Rcseuch hdhg h n  this will be dead in 
the srmrmet of 2000. S I I N ~ ~  participnuts will k sent summary oopies of the ccport, if 
requested 

'Ibsnk you for your participation in this survey. If you have any questions or concerns 
regarding the sumey please f i l  b e  to contact me collect at 519 434 1273, or by e-mail 
kiharmsw@ucalaarv.ca. - If you wish to cantact Dr. Gibbins, he can be reached at 403 264 
9535 or rgibbins@d.ca. 

Katherine Harmsworth Dr. Roger Gibbins 
Master of Arts Student 'Ihesis Advisor 
Department of Political Science Profksor of PoIiticaI Science 
University of Calgary University of Calgary 

2500  University Drive N.W.. Calgary, Alberta. Canada T2N 1 N4 www.ucalgary.ca 



Appenri~x 6 .  Survey Qutlstlonnarre BY 

Globalization and Rural Communities Study: 
Columbia Valley Survey - October 1999 

This survey examines !he impad of globalkition on rural identities and sense of community. It is part of a 
University of Calgary Master of Arts thesis. Globalization refers to the multiple linkages and interoonneaions 
between the counlries and societies which make up the modern world system. It desaibes the v s s  by which 

I events. deashns, and activities in one part of the world can come b have signifmnt conSeqUenCeS for individuals 
and carnmunities in quite distant parts of the globe. 

I 
The University of Calgary ethics committee has approved this survey. Responses are confidential, and 
will not be attributed to any one individual. The survey will require no more than 20 minutes of your time. 
By providing accurate responses, you will be helping to improve the awareness of how rural communi1ies 
are affected by gIobalizatkn. 

I Please return Me m y  by November 46, ,999 in W endose~rtarnped. addressed envelope. or by fax a! 1 403 282 4773. 

I Thank you for participating in h is  swvey. 1 

I Section A: Community 

This section examines your opinions and your activities in the community. Remember, there are no right 
or wrong answers. Please provide the response that best describes your experiences. 

Al. In which town do you live? 

A2. In regards to h e  CoIltmbia Vallcy, arc you a: 

01 full rimt rtridcnt Cb &end reidcnt 

a seasonaI resident fi c*her (please specifi): 

A3. Have you lived fix m extended t& 0.c more than tw m) ati& schooI in utrs olber than your 
b~rrhplacc? 

Lived e h u i m e  QL Yes Ck No 

Attended school tlxwhut 0 1  Yes 0 No 

A4. On che =It provided, please rate the following statements. PIcasc circle appropriate number. 

I. The Columbia Valley is an cxctllent place to nise a family. 

I 2 3 4 5 
arongIy disagrce disagree neutrai agree smngiy a p e  

2. 1 am SO satisfied with life in the Columbia VaIlcy that I don't concern myself with &at is happening in the rest of the 
country. 

stmngl y disagree disagree neutral a g m  swngly agree 

Globalization and Rural Communities Study i 



3. Life in the Columbia Valley can be boring and dull at times. 

strongly disagree disagree neutral W- s m d y a l 3 m  

4. Attending community events is not impodant to me. 

I 2 3 4 5 
strongly disagree disagree neutral agree strongly agret 

AS. Which newspapers do you read on a regular basis? Check ALL that apply. 

a T ~ C  valley a0 
o n e  Kootauy Weekly 

OTbeCalguy Henld 

OThe Calgary Sun 

One Vancouver Province 

0 The vrncowa Sun 

~ 1 & 0 1 1 l 1  Post 

m~ Y 0 k  TM~S 

0 The Globe mi Wl Ootba 

A6. Which community orgaai~tioas do you kloag to? Checlr ALL thPt apply. 

O Theatre. music groups 0 National organizations 6t ~ c r n  & ~uokc, ~ ~ c a  ~rsodai-) 

0 Fratcmal groups 0 PubIic Library 

0 Athletic tum& sport 0rg8&dti0n~ a Support pups (Lt Al-aoa, F d y  ruppat goup. S o c i q  [or 

I3 Town committees 

O S a v i # c l u b s c * ~ * ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ u r r  ~*dmpi , l ccmer )  

-1 [3 Envimmcnul agmhtions 

Women's groups 

I Section B: Modern Technology I 
This section explores your use of new technologies. 

B1. Thinking of all rhe places hat you cotdd use a computer, please check ALL offhe places where you, y o ~ l f .  have used 
a computer in the p u t  12 months. 

!Zl Home 0 School, Univmity, College Other. 

0 Home-based business 0 A Ecnd's houst El DO not use 

0 Workplace outside of home 0 Library, community centre. other 

public facility 

Globai-&*on and Rural Camrnunitie5 Study 2 



BZ. How ohen do you use the following: (a) at home (b) at work: 
(a) Home 

E-mail Fax machine Laptop Cell phone Paeer In tcruet 

01 Daily 01 Daily Ot Daily 01 Daily 01 Daily 01 Daily 

132 Weekly 0 2  wcekly 0 2  Wcdrly 0 2  W d y  Ch Wcekly C4 Weekly 

01 Monthly 01 Monthly 0 3  Monthly a Monlhly a Monthly Monthly 

0 Never 0 Never 0s New 09 Ncva 0 9  Neva 0 Neva 

(b) Work 

E-mail Fax mrchiae h u t o p  Ccll phone Paeer Internet 

01 Daily 01 ~ u i y  01 ~ a i ~ y  01 Daily . 01 MIY 01 mily 
1 

Orw#ldy C32 Weddy n w a a r y  nz W d y  Ch weekly C32 WctWy 

(JpNever [~PNCM c b ~ e v c r  [3PP(cvtr 0 Neva ckl~eva 

For the next question, please answer ONLY if you use the Internet. 

B3. Which of lhe following activities do you do on the Inteanet: Plust check ALL that apply. - 

0 (a) download information 0 (4 my c d l  0 (g) buy products and swicts  

0 for my job 0 (c) vim 4 update my mbsite 0 (h) c o a d ~ a  research 

C]formypusonaluse 0 f a  my job or busimss 0 ( i )  orha @ I e r x  specify): 

0 (b) read newspapas a n d o r  0 fa mydf  - 0 (I) obPin infam~~tiaa on 
0 (c] entertainment - "ding Ihe caosmMpmduw.rerl-, 
net" tnd etc. 

I Section C Attnudes Toward Globalization I 
This section explores the attitudes and behaviours of individuals towards globalizatian. 

Cia. How many times in the pan Clb. How many times in the p a s  Cle. How many times in thc p a t  
twelve months have you traveled to twelve months have you traveled to twelve months have you ~ ~ ~ v c l c d  
Catgnry? Vancouver? outside of Canada? 

z 
Globalization and Rural Communities Study ., 



C2. When you think of the quality of life for Ihe next C3. Globalization is likely to create both winneK and 
generation. how do you expect it to be? losers. Ln your own case are you: 

01 Much better 

a Somewhat bena 

01 About the same 

Ch Somewhat worse 

0 s  Much wone 

Cl! Vuy IikeIy to be a winner 

Ck Likely to be a winner 

a Likely to be a loser 

0 Very likely to be a loser 

0 s  Too early to tell 

C4. Please indiatc how strongly you r p  or d .  with cad of the following statements. 

1. Canada must tie issues such as human rights to arde policy. 

2. Camdim companies md industries ae4d to be e x p d  to global mark4 C Q ~ ~ ~ O I L  

I 2 3 4 5 
strongly d i i  disagree neutnl r p  -%[Y r P  

3. lntunational trade does not create more jobs for Canadians. 

4. We caMot expect othu countn*es to open Lbdr markets to our prod- if w ue unwilling to opea our markets to their 
prod- 

-@Y- d.kJ= m u d  rgree -0gly- 

CS. HOW would you describe your in- in intanrtiod, fedenl, p t 0 M  rod Id Iff&? 

International affain 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Pay linIe attention moderate concern Major concun 

National affairs 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Pay little anention moderate concern Major concern 

Provincial affairs 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Pay little anention moderate concern Major con- 

Local Affairs I 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Pay little attention moderate concern Major concern 

Globalization and Rural Communities Study 4 



C6. On a scale of one through five, where one quais ao idcntificntioa with or tics to and five equals very strong 
idcotificatioo with or  close ties to, rank how you relate to the lollowing communities: 

The Columbia Valley 1 2 3 4 5 
No tics CIost ties 

British Columbia I 2 3 4 5 
No tics Closc ties 

Western Canada 1 2 3 4 5 
Na lies Close ties 

Canada t 2 3 4 5 
No tics Close tits 

North America 1 2 3 4 .  5 
No ties : Ctose ties 

The Global Community 1 2 3 ' 4  5 
No ties Close ties 

0. Of lhc following communities, which one is most importrot to you? Choose only one. 

The Columbia VdIey 01 most i m p o ~ t  

British Columbia a most important 

Western Canada (a mod important 

The global community (76 most important 

C8. Please check your approval of the foltowing: 

Enviroomentalirts Human rights advoe~tes Feminists 

01 strongly approve 01 strongly approve Oi strongly approve 

L72 approve ilr approve I12 approve 

01 neither approve or I3 neither approve or 0 neither approve or 

disapprove diipprove disapprove 

[3r disapprove 17r disapprove 0 disapprove 

0 m n g l y  disapprove Ck strongly disapprove Os strongly disapprove 
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C9a. If you were offered a similar job in 
Castlegar to the one you have now. how 
quickly would you agree to take the job and 
leave the Columbia Vdley? 

01 in a second 

after minimum consideration 

Cb after a lengthy period of consideration 

O( would decline the offer 

ClOa. How impormu IUC the following priorities to 
you p m d l y ?  P l w e  rrnk ONLY FIVE ISSUES 
from ooe (1) to five (5). where one (1) is the most 
imprunt, 

Petsoor1 Priorities 

Environmtnt irsues - 
R c r m t i N u l  Ammities 

Strict rrgulrtions on - 
development 

W o m e n ' s  issues 

J o b s  md Loul Economy 

H u m  rights issues 

A d e q u r t e  affordable 

busing 

- Immigratioa to 
AborigiMI issues - 

C9b. If you were offaed a similar job in 
Sandpoint, Idaho. to the one you have now, 
bow quickly would you agree to lake the job 
and leave the Columbia Valley? 

Ck after minimum consideration 

after a lengthy period of consideration 

Clr would d d i  the offer 

ClOb. How important arc the following priorities for 
the community in which you live? PIC= d 
O w  FIYE ISSUES h m  one (1) to five (S), when 
one (I) is the most important. 

En- issues - 
R&ucacioarl Amenities 

Strict ngulatioas on - 
development 

W o m e n ' s  issues 

J o b s  and LoA Economy 

H~lmrn rights issues - 
Adequate affiordrble - 

housing 

- [mmigntioa to Cuu.da 

- A ~ i s s u r s  

C11. Please indiate how stmagly you agree or d h p e  with each of thc foUowing statements, 

I .  People need to think globally and act I d y .  

strongly disagree disagree n e d  a F  m n g l ~  agrtt 

2. Canada must be open to everyone who wants to immi&ratc here. 

W n g l  y disagree disagree neutral agree strungly agree 

3. h p i t c  what everyone says, the world really is not a l l  that i n t c r c o ~ c t c d  

strongly disagree d iqpx  n e d  a@= m n g l ~ a g m  

Globalization and Rural Communities Study 6 



9 It IS Imponant to setk az many different cultural experiences a p ~ ~ l b l ~ .  

srrongly disagree disagree n e u d  a p e  strongly a p  

5. Globalization will inaeasc the gap between the rich md the poor. 

- - - - - - 

strongly disagree & a p e  neutral agree strongly a P  

6. We have gone roo far in purhtng qua1 rights. 
I 2 3 4 5 

s~ongly disagree disagree neutral a p e  strongly agree 

I Section D: Government I 

This section explores the attitudes of individuals towards government. 

Dl. P l w t  u# Ihe following d e  to i n d i e  how much coafidencebu brve h lev& of go-t ZUQ (0) 
meurr rht you do not have my con5deaet and ten (10) meuu that you h v e  r high degree of confi- 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
no confidaKt ncutnl high dcgce of confidence 

- Cumnt rnuniaprl govanwat 

- Cumnt NDP provincial govemwnt 

- Cumnt Liberal natiooal govcmment 

- lntcmational government ( i t .  United Nations) 

DL How much influence do you think people like you cm have over l o d  government dedsioos? 

0 1  A lot 

D3. If a federal elactiorr were held today. which puty D4. If a provincial election WCTC held today, which pW 
would you vote for? wuld you vote for? 

01 L i  01 New Ikmocrats 

0 2  Reform Ch Liberals 

0 3  New Democrats 0 3  Reform 

I 3  Ohm Os WouId nor vote 

a WouId not vote a Don't Know 

Don't Know 
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DS. political matters. people often speak of left md right Thc~rcti~dly. a p m n  on the left seeks to w gov-cnt 
intervention to end inequalities and cxploifation ofthe capitah systecn. A person on the right setks to reduce the role of Ihe 
sate to a minimum md illow upitdjjc  market to determine the dirbbution of power and wealth. 

If you wre  to place y o d f  on this lefi-ight scale, w k c  wouId you fall? M;rr)r with m X 

LEFT RIG H T 

1 Section E: General Information 1 
This section provides some general Information about you. Remember that all responses are confidential. 

El. Arc you: 01 Made Ck F d e  
Ez. I n w h a t y e s r ~ y o ~ b o n r ?  

€3. How would you dcswii your ahnidW 
. . 

E4. In regads to your employment SUNS, which of the following M ' k s  m main Icrivity? 

W- at r job a business ORecirrd th Keeping house 

Ck Unanploycd and looking f a  CbNaiahbourfaee 

work 

133 In school 

E5. What is your ocfupation? 

E6. What is the highest level a grade of e d ~ o n  you hvt completed? 

01 No schooling (75 Chplasd high sfhod 139 C4mplcted u a i d t y  

0 !hut dCumlafyfjunior high @dcs 10-12) 
0 1 0  some sndy 

1-91 O s S o m c c d c g e a ~ a I  0 1 1  Completed a M~W'S a PhD. 
0 3  Complded jmia high 

Ch CcmpIaed coUegt or t e c h i d  
0 Some high s&al 

MtLIk 

E7. How many languages, other than English do you speak? 

E8- In which of the following categories would you place your family income (before taxes)? 

OI Less than $ 30 000 0 S S L 000 to S O  000 0 7  Between $80 000 and S 1 SO 000 

0 $30 000 to $40 000 ~sS6lo00toS70o00 ma Over S 150 000 
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I Section F: Contact Information 1 
This section Is optional. All data collected fmm participants will be accessible only to the primary 
investigator. Sufvey data will be securely stored for r fwe-year period. 

A final qmt of lhis study will be available in thc summa of 2000, If you w d d  Iike to receive a SV-y of the report, 
complete the following: 

~ b e n w i l l r l w k i a t a v i e w ~ ~ i ~ i d i v i d d s t o ~ ' ~ i r a r e r f i n t k .  Cntavicw~willbebtIdinJmrpy 
2000. Would you be intataod in pmtidphg ia m btavh? . 

0 Yes 

If you ue interested in participating in m hmview, plerse ampIete the following: 

Tkank you for c0mp~g'Cl te  suweyl 

Please return the c#npktcd sumey by November 16,1999. 

Globalization md Rural Communrties Study 
C/O University of Calga y 

2411 Westside Road 
Invermere, British Columbia VOA IKO 

Fax: 403 282 4'773 

For more information, contad Katherine Harmsworth cdled at 519 434 1273, or mil: kiharmsw(audQa~-~ -  

A stamped, addrrssed return envelope is provided with the survey for your eonveniacc 

Globa l ion  and Rural Communities Study 
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Dear Su or Madam: 

Youmnyncrl l thatafew~ ago 
youwmsestrsmeyfortht 
GU)BAUZAnON AND RURU 
COMMUNITIE5 STUDY. 

~noteisa'mnindatb.1Iam 
interested in your opinions md would 
arkthrtyourrtrrmthccompletbdsrnvcy 
at your carliest c o n e a m  If you 
have already cctumed the qwstiocmairt, 
pleast accept my sincere thanks, Lf not, 
please do it today. 

I very much need your ~~&cmairc  if 
the~tsuetoacc\lrateiyreprtsent 
the opinion d cxpexi- of rtsidalts 
of the C o l d i  Valley. 

If you have any questions ple-ase call me 
collect at 519 134 UT3. 

Thank you, 

KathaineHarmswwth 
MastaofArtsStudent 
Dcprtmnt of Political Scieoct 
University of Calgary 
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14 The Valley 6cfio lrwrmm. B.C. 

COMMUNITY 

Exploring globalization and its effect on the valley I 
rt l traid 

Are residents in the Columbia Valley engaging in 
globalization? Are the forces of globalization 
affecting how people think of their identity and 
their sense of community? These are two centrat 
questions that researcher Katherine Harmsworth is 
trying to aaswer in her Master's thesis through the 
University of Calgary. 
"The main constnrets of globalization are catego- 

rized into three main processes: economic, tcxhno- 
Iogical. and cultural. 

It is hypothesized that these processes are 
strengthening, deepening, and stretching and there- 
fore, increasing the effects of globalization on indi- 
viduals' lives. For example, the Canadian ccowmy 
is now discussed in terms of the North American 
Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) which spans 
Canada, USA. Mexico and countries in South 
America. Rapid developments in communication 
through the Internet, fax machine, email, and cell 
phones allow for almost instantaneous communica- 
tion across the globe. There is aIso a masslasslye 
increase in political groups that have eElccts on 
political processes at the local. national and global 
level," Hamworth says. 

'Globalization is o k n  conceived of as a set of 
processes that connect people around the globe. 
This growing interconnectedness is linking issues 
in one area of the world to individuaIs in far away 

lands. Therefore, issues at the local [eve! can have 
globat ramifications and vice versa. Academics 
speak of this as a shrinking of space, such that geo- 
graphicaI distances and territorial boundaries are 
diminishing in importance. 

"For example, a person living in the Columbia 
Valley may have more in common with people who 
liye in Austdia and are left-handed; she may cam- 
rnwcate and be involved to a greater extent with 
those people that she identifies with Her sense of 
cornanunity and identity may have little to do with 
the geographical location in which she lives," she 
ststes. 

Bumsworth chose the Columbia Valley as she was 
born and raised in Invennere. As such, she is inter- 
ested in changes that occur over time in the valley. 

She seeks a better understanding of how a rapid- 
Iy changing worid influences residents in the valley. 
k order tigather information, Hartnsworth is send- 
ing out a survey to residents throughout the valley. 

"By providing accurate responses residents will 
be helping to improve awareness of life in rural 
communities and how globalization affects the 
quality of rural Iife," she says. 

The survey will be mailed out in the beginning of 
October and results of this study will be available in 
the New Year. For Rvther information on this study 
please contact Katherine Harmsworth at 519434- 
I273 or by email at kj%armsw@ucalgary.ca. 
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( 6lobalization study seeks 
/ stories Porn volu~eers I 

Do you surf the net on a regular basis? k e  you wry 
interested in international affairs? Do you seek out 
diffem~t cultural experiences? Do you fee1 people 

How people in the Columbia VIUey engage in glob 
alization is a central question to a shidy bein con- 
d u d  by Katherine Hamworth h u g %  the 
University of Cal This study f o c u s g  on how 
rural identities an !F sense of community are aff&ed 
by the lobal forces -For exampie, do individuals 
b e I i m & a t a l o ~ . l e v m t ~ l h e i r 6 w t o t h e  
patest extent or is it a natiod or even pn interns- 
tional event? Which kvel of politid np~5entation - 
l d t d w n ~ p r w i n d a l M L & o c k d d M P -  
best qmsmis their views? Aie dwy involved in their 
aommnrityt DowctwKlse tohe in the GAumbia 
V '  bemuse it is a peat place ta raise a faxdy? 
Man ddrese are asked in a survey, 

&out m r r s i G t h c  --in I 
eady Wobez lhis study is an rtunity for resi- 

iniluencei their daily hves 
% dents to voice theit acf#riences on globalization 

' The survey wis mailed &t the beginning of 
Octdxr and &ts will be aMiIabIe in the New Yeac 
For hfher info, contad Hannsworth by telephone at 
519 434 1273 or by e-maiI at ~ ~ c a l g ~ . ~  
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CUMATE 

Chwte h the Invermere area is 
m m t d  ard ~eml-arld. 

Averolge kwnperaturer: 
Javary ...................... 9.3" cdskrs 
Jlllv ............................. 18220CeWls 

T ~ ~ ~ I t o m .  
4CPCebka t035~Cebkrs 

H o u r o ( ~ :  
AMud Totd ................ ~LXKI hours - A v v  
M+mePe(lod ............. 128- 
Rdnfd ............... -......- ....... 241 a n  
Snowfd .............................. 1 1 1 cm 
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